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CHAPTER I
I NTRODUCTION
Purpose and Need for This Study
The question of the relationship between I1artin Luther
and St. Berna r d of Clairvaux was firs t suggested to this
writer by Dr. Lewi s W. Spitz, Jr., in a seminar he conducted
on the campu s of Concordia Seminary for the Foundation for
Reformation Res earch during the summer of 1964.

Preliminary

res earch ,,,as undertaken during that summer to see whether or
not the s tudy of thi s relationship would be feasible.
Originally, it was thought that the proposed study and
res earch would result in a complete statement of the relationship between Lut her and Bernard.

Further study indicated,

however, that the topic needed to be narrowed, for it soon
became evident that the question of the relationship between
Luther and Bernard would entail investigations in hamartiology,
mariology , grace and free will, and mysticism.

A thorough

investigation of the relationship between Luther and Bernard
was definitely beyond the scope of a thesis for the Master of
Sacred Theology degree.
Preliminary research brought to light, however, that both
men had much in common in terms of their life and work; in
other words, both men had been monks and wrote about the monastic life.

One of them was a thorough-going monk, but the

other man had rejected monasticism in very definite terms.
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It was thought that the depth of the relationship between
Luther and Bernard would certainly be evident in their different approaches to monasticism.

Consequently, the study

of the relationship between Luther and Bernard in terms of
monasticism was undertaken.
Actually, the study of the relationship between Luther
and Bernard is an investigation into the Catholic Luther, a
study of Luther's medj_eval theological heritage.

Although

Luther reformed the church and reoriented its theology, he
retained an appreciation for those Christian theologians and
churchmen who had preceded him and were transmitting to him
the f aith once delivered to the saints.

In the investigation

of one or more aspects of the relationship between Luther and
Bernard, one confronts an interesting illustration of Luther's
_appreciation of the medieval Catholic tradition.

The serious

student of Luther must recognize that Luther basically approached the history of the Church and Christian thought with
an evangelical perspective.

Luther recognized that the theo-

logical tradition which he received through St. Bernard and
many others did contain the light of Christ.
The Limitations of This Study
The study of this relationship, of course, involves a
familiarity with the corpus of Bernard's and Luther's writings.
Since Bernard's corpus of writings is much smaller than the
collection of Luther's writings in the Weimar Edition, it was
much easier to survey Bernard's writings than it was to survey
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Luther's.

Nevertheless, it was impossible to include in

this study all the specific thought of both men with regard
to monasticism, because both men imbedded their thoughts on
monasticism within larger works dealing with problems not
immediately relevant to monasticism.

As a result, it was

necessary to prescribe limitations as to which writings
would be studied.
Since Bernard's corpus of writings was much smaller,
it was much easier to include a greater number of works from
his pen.

The criterion for selection was the topic of mo-

nasticism itself:

those works which dealt with the charac-

teristics of monastic life.

In other words, Bernard's

"Apologia ad Guillelmum Sancti-Theoderiei" was read because
this work contains Bernard's denunciation of monastic wealth
and the lack of ascetic discipline among the Cluniac monks.
Also, his "De Laudi Novae Militiae ad Milites Templi,"
dealing with the organization and purpose of the Knights
Templar, was consulted.

And, of course, Bernard's "De Pre-

cepto et Dispensatione," containing his thoughts on the
nature of the monastic vow and the possibility of dispensations from the vow, was thoroughly studied.

In terms of

mysticism within monasticism, it was imperative that Bernard's
"De Diligendo Deo" be thoroughly read and studied.

In con-

nection with "De Diligendo Deo" Bernard's great work on the
nature of monastic humility and perfectionism, "De Gradibus
Humilitas," was thoroughly considered.
But perhaps the most illuminating works from Bernard·'=&
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monasticism were his letpen on the nature and function Of
nlts at Clairvaux.
ters and the sermons he preached to the mo
In both his letters and his sermons, Bernard applied the moConnastic ideal to concrete situations within monasticism.
sequently, it is in these materials, primarily in his sermons,
that the picture of Christ in relation to monasticism was
most clearly revealed.
Other works from the pen of Bernard, noted in the
Bibliography at the conclusion of this thesis, were also consulted.

However, the most significant Bernardine material

for this study of the relationship between Luther and Bernard
in terms of monasticism is that which is listed above.
The sources for the study of Luther's approach to monasticism are much more limited, because it is difficult to unearth Luther's thought on monasticism from the corpus of his
writings.

The works that specifically consider monasticism

and the monastic vows themselves are few in number.

However,

Luther did publish one major treatise on this problem, his
"De Votis" of 1521.

Consequently, Luther's

11

De Votis" is

the major source for the material dealing with Luther's approach to monasticism.

Luther's approach in "De Votis" is

not unique and different from his other comments in minor
works dealing with the problems of monasticism.

Thus, Luther's

"Ursach·und Antwort" of 1523 and his "Antwort auf etliche
Fragen, Klostergeliibde belangend" of 1526 repeat many o:r the
concerns he expressed in "De Votis. 11

In 1533, Luther wrote

"Kleine Antwort auf Herzog Georgen nl.chstes Buch" which

•
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reiterated major portions of his thought on monasticism expressed twelve years earlier.
In terms .of secondary authorities, a representative
number of the critical studies of Luther's life and thought
were read.

Most of the authorities were helpful, although

their primary concern was the effect of Luther's monastic
life on his development as the Reformer.

It was difficult

to discover a study of Luther's thought on monasticism.
Secondary authorities in the study of Bernard's life
and thought were consulted, bu-t there is a dearth of critical study in the twentieth century dealing with Bernard.
Of course, some critical study of Bernard has been undertaken
in the twentieth century, notably Joseph Lortz's edition of
the papers presented at the first international congress on
Bernard's life and work in 1953, Bernhard~ Clairvaux,
M6nch und Mystiker.

In addition, work has been begun on a

new critical edition of Bernard's writings; thus far, Jean
teolerq and his associates have produced a critical edition
of Bernard's sermons on the Song of Songs.

In the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, some study of Bernard took
place, but most of that which was published does not meet
critical standards.
At the present time, Mabillon's edition of 1839, reprinted with additions by Migne in the 1850's and f860'e,
must be used in the study of Bernard's thought.

It will be

noted in Chapter II that Mabillon's edition of 1839 was the
work used in this study; however, since Migne's collection,
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rather than Mabillon's edition, can be more frequently found
in a rep~table theological library, care has been taken to
provide the interested rea der with the information that will
enable him to discover the raaterial for himself in Migne's
edition.

For this reason, chap ter and p aragraph numbers for

Bernard's treatises, standard for both Mabillon's and Migne's
editions, have been used throughout.
Summary of the Conclusions
On the ·oasis of the following study of the relationship
between Luther and Bernard in terms of monasticism, what can
be concluded?

First of all, it must be said that Bernard

regarded the monastic life as the highest of divine callings,
and that he viewed monasticism as the best path to God.

In

fact, Bernard in his life attempted to apply the monastic
ideal to the life and thought of the church.
Bernard was the monk's monk.

In short,

This was the conclusion of his

contemporaries and the goal of Bernard's life.
However, Luther's attitude toward monasticism was not so
unqualified.

Luther maintained that monasticism was not the

only or even the best path to God.

To be sure, monasticism

could be a God-pleasing manifestation of the Christian life,
but it was not the highest of the divine callings.

Monasti-

cism was just another divine calling, no more nor no lass
divine than the call to be a housewife or a farmer.

To prove

his point that monasticism could be God-pleasing, Luther turned
to Bernard and used him as the exemplar of godly monasticism.
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Thus far, nothing has been said about the relationship
between Luther and Bernard in terms of monasticism.

From

Luther' s point of vieu--and this in the only legitinate appro8.ch in ascertaining the r0lationsb~L:P between the t\·W-Berna rc1 was a good Christian \1ho showed others ho1·.: to live a
God-pleas ine; monastic life and provided them witt. the courage
and comfort they n eeded in thiG kind of life.

On the other

hand., for Luther, Bernard's very life was an indictment of
the theo;J-w ;icttl eYils of mona sticism:

Bernard was a aan who

lived freely in the f a.ith accordine; to the s:piri t, not the

letter, of monasticism .

In short, Luther admired Bernard

and appr e ciatsd him· as one of God ' s saints, a flickering
light in the darkness w.h.icb had. come to characterize !Ilonas-

ticism in Luther' s mind .

Perhaps it can be ,aid tha t Bernard

was the exception that proved the rul e :

for Luther, mona s-

ticism in the sixteenth c entury by virtue of its legalism
was an enemy of Christian faith and freedom.

CH.APTER II
ST. BERNARD 01? CLAIRVAUX:
HIS .APPRECIATION OF MONASTICISI1
'"fhe m.ighty figure of the Cistercian :monk St. Bernard

overshadows all the kings and po1)es of the second quarter of
the twelfth century. 111

St. Bernard of Cla:i:rvaux was the

most influential man of his generation.

Under his guidance

and leadership, the Cisterciru.1 Order of monks spread from
Citeaux ai.~d Clairvaux throughout France, Germany, Italy,
Spain, and England.
papal schism of 1130.

St. Bernard of Clairvaux resolved the
And St. Bernard was the preacher who

created enthusiasm in Western Europe for the Second Crusade
(111+6-11'+8).

St. Bernard also was responsible for the con-

demnation of Abelard's new theology at the Council of Sens
(lllH).
·counsel.

Kings and emperors asked for and listened to his
Popes and bishops empowered him to resolve church-

wide theological ant1 political problems.

Abbots confided in

him, and individual monks cherished his admonitions.

The

concerns of all men did not escapes~. Bernard's meticulous
attention • . But St. Bernard's most durable legacy to the
church was the vitality and strength of the Cistercian Order.
St. Bernard's immediate impact on his age is clearly
evident in his work as preacher o:f the Second Crusade, as
1 James Westfall Thompson and Edgar Nathaniel Johnson,
An Introduction to I''iedieval Euro e: 00-15g~ (New York:
W: w. Norton &Company, Inc., c. 937, P•
2.
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arbiter of the Papal schism, and as the conscience of 1:Jestern
Christendom in judging the theology of Abelard, but St. Bernard
judged his own life in terms of the monastic calling.
a monk of Clairvaux--this was Bernard's first love.

To be
Bernard

always returned to Clairvaux from his many travels and missions
with a sense of peace and joy.

To gain a valid understanding

and appreciation of St. Bernard, it is necessary to understand
St. Bernard the monk and abbot of Clairvaux.
St. Bernard's impact as a thinker and theologian cannot
be divorced from his life's work.
this chapter is two-fold:

0onsequently, the plan for

the presentation of a brief sU1D.ID.ary

of St. Bernard's life and a more thorough consideration of
several aspects of St. Bernard's thoueht on the monastic life.
St. Bernard's Life and Work
St. Bernard was born around 1090 in a castle at Fontainesles-Dijon in Burgundy, the third son of Tescelin and Aleth, who
were very religious members of the lesser nobility. 2 In the
2Guillelmo olim Sancti Theoderici, Arnaldo Abbate Bonaevallis, Gaufrido Abbate Clarae-vallensis, Gaufrido Monacho
Clarae-vallensis, Philippe Monacho Clarae-vallensis, .!U?.· al.,
"Sancti Bernardi Abbati3 Clarae-vallensis Vita et Res
Gestae Libris Septem Co:mprehensae," Tractatus Posteriores,
s. Doctoris Vitae, et Indices Generales, in Sancti Bernardi
Abbatis Clarae-vallensis Opera Omnia Brst~orstium denuo
Recoff;ita, Repur~ata, fil ,!B Meliorem
gesta Ordinem, ~
non <>vis Praefa ionibus, Admonitionibus, Notis et Observationibus, Indicibusque co ioslssimls Locupleta'fa et Illustrata, edited by John Mabil on (4th revise~and au~ented
edition; Paris: Gau.me Fratres, 1839), V, col. 2092 (Lib. I,
C-ap. I, l]. Hereafter, this work will be cited as "Vita
Prima Bernardi," followed by book (Lib.), chapter (Cap.),
and paragraph numbers as illustrated.in the braekets in the
last sentence. This method of citation will make it possible

1
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"Vita Prima Bernardi" little information is given abo:ut
Bernard's childhood, although his contemporary biographers
record that Bernard had five brothers and one sister.3

~he

sources also indicate that Bernard was educated by the secular clergy in the school they maintained at Chatillon-surSaone and that Bernard even persuaded the secular clergy at
Chatillon to become a community of Canons Regular. 4 Judging
from Bernard's written treatises and sermons--those read in
connection with this study--it is obvious that Bernard's
education was thorough and of exceptional quality.
After the completion of his education at Chatillon,Bernard
began to consider the problem of bis future vocation.

Bernard

had been thinking about the matter of his vocation for some
time prior to bis entrance into the monastery at Citeaux, the
mother house of all Cistercians.5 His decision for the monastic
life we.a not at all eimilar to the some,·1 hat sudden decision of
for the reader to locate the material in any critical edition
of this work.
. · This SSI1'.e work has been reprinted in Patrolo~iae: Patrum
Latinorum, edited by J.P. Migne (Paris: n.p., 18 5), CLXX1.7V •
.Aiiy specific reference to Migne•s edition of this work will
be cited as "Vi ta Prima Bernardi," § . r1igne • s edition will
only be cited in those instances where Mabillon did not ~hoose
to print the material in question.
An English translation of this work is also available:
William of st. Thierry, et al., St. Bernard of Clairvaux:
The Stoz:: of His Life as"'"RecordeO:-in the Vita Prima Bernardi
b:y; Certainof Hiscroiitem?oraries, wf1rr-am~
St. Thierry,
Arnold of Bonnevaux, Geo frey and Philip orc!airvaux, and
Odo of Deu1.l, translated by Geoffrey Webband Adrian Waiier
(Westminster, Md.: The Newman Press, 1960).
3 11 v1ta Prima Bernardi," Lib. I. Cap. I, 1.
4 Ibid., Lib. I, Cap. I, 3.
5rbid., Lib. I, Cap. III, 8-9.

I
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I'lartin Luther four centuries l ater.

Bernar d fino.lly made hi s decision for the mo!l.astic lif e
in a way-side chapel nea r Gr ancey- le- Cha.teau. 6 But :Berna.rd
did not enter t he monaster y immedia tely .

He spoke to his

relative s ancl friends ab c;u.t h i s dec:i. s ion ;;,..zul :;.:.tt e;ripteci t o

convinc e t hem to j oin hi m.

Accordi ng t o h i s biogr aph er s , the

:pO".·rer of hts eloqu ence was so gr en.t t h a t "1ives nnd. mot h ers

b id t heir husbands a nd s ons so tha t t hey would. not hea.r Bernard
and f ollow bim into the mona s t e r y a t Cit e a ux . 'l

Hevertb.clees,

Berna.-:-d convinc0d all of his 1);:-others--includ i n g JJ.is oldest

brother who wac mo.:rriec1 and t he fat her of t wo daue;ht er s--and
othe r rel(tti v eo to join him.

Thus , i n 1113 1vhe n :3e:i'.'u a.rd wa s

about t wc!1ty-t hree year s old , he a nd t h irty companions sinulJ.;aneou s l y begged p ermi s sion of Ci teau.x' s Abbot, St . Stephen

Hardin t5 , to become novices e.t Citeaux. 8

1:/ith the entrance o:f

thirty nm:.r novic e s , t he Or d e r of Cit eau x g a i n ed s trengt h and

impetus for expans ion and growth.
During t h e

;::'j::.'.'s t

t 1.-10

years e.ft er Bernard' s entrance into

the monastery at Citeaux, the biographers do not recor~ an:y
significant incidents.

Houever, they do know that Bernard took

great delight tn re ading and s tudying the Holy Scriptures; consequently , Berna.rd became thoroughly fe.miliar with all the
Scriptures.9
61..•JJ.a
·~•

,

Lib. I, Cap. III, 9.

eIbid., Lib.

15.
I, Cap. IV, 19.

?Ibid., Lib. I, Cup . III,

9-

Ibid., Lib. I, Cap. IV, 24.
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Bernard's development as a monk and leader of monks wa s
phenomenal, hO'l.rnver, for jus t t wo year s after his entrance
into the monastery St. Stephen Harding chose Berna rd to lead
twelve monks to found a Cistercian monastery at Clairvau.x.
Thus, in 1115, ,·1hen Berna rd ,1as t wenty-five year s old , he l eft
Citeaux and traveled to Cla irvaux, his mona stic heme for the
r est of his life. 10
Life a t Clairvaux was hard.

The monks had to build the

monastery from the material s at hand, and they had to provide
food for thems elves ,..

They lived in absolute poverty and were

s a tis fied with meager shelter and food.

During the first

winter life at Clairvaux was p recarious.

But the monks did

not compl a in, for t hey lived only for the s ake of Christ and
Christ t;as enough food and clothing and shelter for any man. 11
During the firs t yea r s of Clairva1Lx' s existence, extreme
asceticism characterized the life led by the ·monks under
Bernard's leadership .

It was only natural that the monks at
Clairvaux would follo w the example set by their abbot. 12

Bernard was a thorough-going ascetic.

He slep t little and

a te little because he wanted to subjugate his flesh by all
possible means.
health.

As a result, Bernard practically ruined his

His biographers indicate that Bernard could hardly

lOibid., Lib. I, Cap. V, 25.

11~., Lib. I, Cap. VII, 35.
1 2 Ib"d
L"b
I Cap VII 31
Bernard had been ordained
1
____;_.,
•
'
•
·
'
•
hi
o~
and given the episcopal blessing on
soffi ce b Y "illiam
w
~
Champeaux, the bishop of Chalons-sur-Marne, the diocese in
which Clairvaux was located.
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eat, and ·what he did eat was frequently regurgitated; food
for Bernard ,,,as not a wey of strengthening life but only a
l ""

way of warding off death.'
a sceticism.

Bernard was too diligent in his

Consequently, William of Chrunpeaux, Bernard's

bishop , decided to make sure tha t the church did not lose the
services of the abbot.

William approached the convocation of

Citeaux 's .abbots and a sked permission to place Bernard under
his authority for one year so that he could compe l Bernard
to take better c ure of his health. 14 Permission was ·granted,
and William ordered Bernard to take up residence in a cottage
separ a ted from the other buildings at Clairvaux.

Bernard was

al s o pl ac ed under the care of a physician appointed by William.
Never theles s, William 's good intentions bore little fruit, and
Bernard revert ed to hi s former strict ascetic practices after
the yea r of William' s authority had elaps ed. 1 5 For Bernard,
tbe body was of little value or consequence in view of the
goal to which and for "t·Jhich he ,-m s striving.

The salvation

of the soul was f ar more important than the salvation of the
body.
While Bernard was at Clairvaux, the condition and progress of the novices particularly concerned him. 16 .And he was
also zealous for the older monks as they confronted again and

13~., Lib. I, Cap. IV, 22.
14Ibid., Lib. I, Cap. VII, 32.

l5Ibid., Lib. I, Cap. VIII, 38.

16Ibid., Lib. VII, Cap. XII, 17-18.

14
again the struggles and trials of the Christian life. 1 7

Bernard honestly attempted to be a curate of souls within
the walls of Clairvaux.
By 1135, the size of the community at Clairvaux had grown
to such an extent that Bernard was forced to rebuild Clairaux.18
At the same . time, Bernard began his sermons or discourses on
the Song of Songs--a famous series of eighty-six sermons on the
first two chapters and the first four verses of the third chapter of the Song of Songs19--to build up his monastic brothers
in the love of God and in the Christian faith.

Clairvaux, its

monks and its buildings, was Bernard's .first love.

Clairvaux

was Bernard's home by choice and the monks of Clairvaux were
his dearest friends.

Although Bernard may have been too liberal

in his use of rhetoric in some letters, his letters to the monks
at Clairvaux clearly give the impression that he would much
rath~r be a simple monk leading the Cistercian lif·e of p1•a.yer
and manual labor than a traveling emissary of the pope. 20
l?Ibid., Lib. VII, Cap. VI, 8-9.

18Ibid~, Lib. II, Cap. V, 30-31.
l9Ibid., Lib. II, Cap. VI, 40.
20sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, ~istolas
Numero CCCCLXXXII Complectens, 1n Sancti Bernardibbatis
Clarae-vallensis Opera Omnia pott Horst!um denuo Recogn,ita,
Repurp;ata, et in Meliorem Dip;es a Qrdinem, necnon NoV1s
Praefationious-;-Admonlt!onibus, Notis et Observationibus,
Irldicibusque Copiosisslm!s Locupletata--;t Illustrata, edited
by John Mabillon (4th revised and augmeii'ced edition; Parisz
Gaume Fratres, 1839); I, cols. 353-354.
Another edition of Bernard's letters, including some letters not contained 1n Mabillon•s edition, is found in Migne's
work: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "Epistolas Numero

15
Berna.rd of Cla irvaux epitomized the Cistercian Order,
although h e was not the founder . of' the Order.

Bernard exem-

plified t he Cister cian s trict observance of the Rule of St.
Ben edict, ·t o \·Thich all Cistercians vowed thems elves.
was t he example to be follo wed.

Bernar d

Perhap s the mo s t i mpress ive

i ndicat;ion of Bernard' s leadership and influence is the f a ct
t hat a t h i s death in 1153 the Cistarcian Order had grown from
one house in 1115 ·t;o three hundred and forty-three separate
l1ouses.

21

Th e s ources do not indica te the way in ·w hich Bernard's
abilities and gi f t s eame to the attenti on of the church beyond
Cla irvau.:x: and the dioces e of Cha lons-sur-Harne.

William of

St. Tb i erry silI.lpl y ruakes t h is observa tion:

The c a ll of obedience s ometin es drew him far away
from his mona st ery t o work in th~ Church' s cause,
but wh er·eve r he w~nt and \·1 henever he spoke, he could
not remain s il ent about the things of God , nor could
he cease t;o c a:i:·ry out God's work. And s o it was tha t
his reputa tion spr ead among men s o widely tha.t the

CCCCXCV," Patrolo~i <il: 2: Patrum Latinor!:1111, edited by J. P . t'ii gne,
( Paris:: n. p ., 186 ) , CLXXXII, cols. 67-716.
In addition, s ome of Bernard's letters h ave been. translated
into :English: Bernard. of Clairvaux, St. Bernard of Clairvaux
Seen TllrouF-h His Selected Letters, tra..~slated from the La tin
by Bruno--"scot·t, Jame-s (Chicago: II. Regnery Co., 1953). Hereafter
this translation of Bernard's letters will be cited as Bruno
Scott James . ·
Hereafter, all citations to Bernard's letters will have
the following forma t: Bernard, .Epistolas, followed by letter
and paragraph numbers in Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively.
Thus·~ a lettt?r illustrative of Bernard's love of Cistercian
monastic life is cited as follows: Bernard, BJ?istolas, CXLIII,
1-3. This letter was written~· 1135.

21Thompson and Johnson·, PP• 613, 618.

16
Church could not afford not to use so valuable
a member of Christ's body for its designs.22
The voice that came from Clairvaux was soon heard throughout
Western Europe.
The first example of St. Bernard's influence in the affairs
of the church, beyond the immediate concerns of Clairvaux and
the Cistercian Order, is the Council of Troyes in 1128. Bernard
was specifically invited to attend this council by Matthew du
Remois, the Cardinal Bishop of Albano and a papal legate. 2 3 At
Troyes, the Knights Templar was authorized by Pope Honorius. II,
and Bernard was ·responsible for formulating the Templar's Rule,
basing that Rule on the Cistercian regulations. 24 Bernard even
wrote a special commendatory treatise on the purposes and immediate goals of the Templars. 2 5 Bernard was very pleased

?211 Vita Prima Bernardi," Lib. I, Cap. VIII, 42. The

translation is by Webb and Walker, . p. 66.
2 3Bernard, ~istolas, XXI, 1-2. This letter was written
to Matthew of Alano ca. 112?.
. . 24T. F. Tout, Th:-Em~ire and the Pa~aey: 9l®-l273
(Eighth edition; London:ivingtons;-195 ) , p·.
9"';e'l.,
Thompson and Johnson, p. 533.
·2 5sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "De Laud!
Novae Militiae ad Milites Templi," Tractatus Morales, Doctrinales et Polemicos ·Complectens, in Sancti Bernardi l.o6atis
Clarae-va!!'ensls Opera Omnia post Horstium denuo Reco~ita,
Repurgata, et in Meliorem Difiesta Ordinem, necnon Novfii Praefationibus,-Xdmonitionibus,ot!s et Observationibus, InciI'cIbu~ue co 1os1ss1mis Locualetata et Illustrata, edited by
Jo
Mabi Ion (4th revise and augmente"cr"edition; Paris:
.G~ume Fratres, 1839), II, cols. 1253-12?8. Thi~. work is
also included in Migne's edition: Sancti Bernardi Abba~is
Clarae-vallensis, "De Laudi Novae Militiae ad Militee
Templi," Patrologiae: Patrum Latinorum, edited by J.P.
Migne \Paris: n.p., 1862), OLfix!!, cols. 921-940.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, 11 Ad
Militee Templi," followed by chapter and paragraph numbers
in Roman and Arabic numerals, respectivel;,y.

1
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with the prospects for this new order of monks, since they
would vindicate Chri st by protecting pilgrims and the Holy
Places in Palestine. 26
Two years after the Council of Troyes, Bernard was called
upon to res olve a problem that occupied his attention for the
next eight years of his life, the Papal Schism of 1130-1138.
In 1130, at the de ath of Honorius II, two factions developed
within the College of Car dinals at Rome.
f action elected its o,vn pope.

As a result, each

One faction elected Peter Pier-

1Leone , the son of a J ewish banker who had been converted to
Christianity.

'lrJ

Pierleone chos e to call himself Anacletus II. c '

The other faction elected Gregory, the Ca rdinal deacon of
St. An gelo, and he chose to ca ll himself Innocent Ir. 28 Of
cour~e, both factions claimed that the opposing faction had
perpetra ted a terrible infraction of ecclesiastical law by
electing an anti-pop e.
The election of two popes greatly disturbed the Western
Church.

Both candidates appealed to the rulers of England,

France, ·t;he ~)npire, and the I t alian territories for support.
In addition, the secular and regular clerb"Y could not decide
which candidate had been canonically elected.

In au effort

to resolve the matter, King Louis VI (died 113?) convened a
26 Bernard, "Ad }lilites Templi, 11 III, -4-.

2 7 11 vita Prin..a Bernardi,". Lib. II, Cap. I, 1.
28

Jbid.
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council of the French Church at Etampes in 1130; he specifically commanded Bernard to be present at the council.

When

Bernard arrived at Etampes, the King and the bishops decided
that Bernard should be their chairman and spokesman. 2 9 Bernard
thoroughly studied the problem and concluded that Innocent II
was the more qualified candidate.30 Under the leadership and
guidance of Bernard, the Northern Italian territories, the
Empire, and England--in addition to France--decided in favor
of Innocent II.31 Eventually, the only territories whichpledged
their allegiance to Anacletus ' II were the environs of Rome and
Roger of Sicily's territories in Southern Italy and Sicily.
Consequently, Bernard traveled to Italy and engaged Peter of
Pisa, King Roger's spokesman, in public debate.

Although

Bernard convinced Peter of Pisa that the election of Innocent II
was honorable, Bernard failed to convince King Roge:.:'.3 2
The schism finally ended in 1138 after the death of
Anacle~us II.

Bernard traveled to Rome and negotiated with

th·e last pa.L'tisans of Anaoletus II and the successor they had
elected, Victor IV.

When Bernard convinced Victor IV to sur-

render the papal office and dignity to Innocent II, the eightyear papal schism came to its end.33
29Ibid., Lib. II, Cap. I, 3.

-

30ibid.
3libid., Lib. Il, Cap. I-II and VI, 5-9 and 32-38.
2
' Ibid., Lib~ II, Cap. VII, 41-48.
33Ibid. ~ Lib. II, Cap. VII, 47-48. Cf. Tout, P• 234.
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I 1; i s reco gn:i.zed t o(l&y , however , o:o.. the basi:; o :~ e ccJ.e sia s tic a.1 l aw , that t he e l e-c t :to11 of Anacle tus i:r

val id . 34

t*lc~S

c om::_,J.r: tel y

Be~·n.ard a c t u a l ly b ased his a.e cis ion nt the Counci l

of Et a.mp es n ot u i;,c n the l egal i ty of I r l.(l.OCE:nt; I I ' .:; ele(;.t;i o:n ,
hut u:9on t h e esse~ti a l hol i!:l.es i=; a nd 11:i.ety of

tih-e two candidate s .

Be r nard ' s d ecis ion :i.n fayor of I ru1ocent I I was o as c;d on ·~b e
order o f e lection , the merit of

e l ectox•s , and t he lives

t }1e

and r eputa t ions of tb.e e lectec;S-·- Wi t

t o the l us t t ~,;o a rgu.m.ent s. 35

1.

ruori...: we:i.ght be:..ng g i v en

Berna:i.--d was not of the opinion

that l e e;al istic richt and authority a llo i·rn the cllu·c·ch or :U,s
u1.emb er s t o p ursu e a c ourse of acti on unles s t he men :tuvolved
exemr;li.fy the ideal of hol y and pure living,

9~b.e :i.n togrity

o f t h e IHlpacy and o.f.' t he c bu r ch dep ends on t h e i n-tegri ty o:f
the i ndividu a l s ,tho hol d the off.ice.=? of the papac;,.

.A:.r1cl t h e

i deal of pure and h oly l i v ing is ~1,u·t of ·ch e monastic i d val .
In Bernard ' s mi nd, the p:,.ro c)-: i a l idea ). in f orc e H'i.i Cl air va ux
b ecame the ideal f or church :.md pa.p a cy .

I n ~ff E-~ct, Be:!:'n a rd

h i mself had appo i n ted Gregor y, t h e Cru."'din a l d eacon o f S t • .An g elo,

to be I'ope Innocent J.I.
L1nocen't II was t h e Bi shOl) of

died.

R 0 1;1e

until 114-3 , ·when he

He ·wns succeerlAd by Celest:l.ne II , who r e i gned fr•0Ji1

Sept ember J.143 t o Barch 1144, when he i n t u rn was succeeded
b:? Luciu.s II, who reigne d 1.mtil February 1145.

The next p ontiff'

34 Ha yd.~:n.

v. Whit ~ , "The Gregori.nn Ideal alld Sa.int Bernard
of Clairvaux," Journal of t he History of Ideas , XXI (JulySeptem'oer 1Cl60),
w'nit e n1arsfo~ls tne evidence for a thorough
study of the legal problems connected with the ? apal Election of

:~3-r.

1130.
35"Vita Prima Bernardi, 11 Lib. II, Cap . I , 3.
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was Eugenius III, the former Abbot of the Cistercian monastery
of Tre Fontane in the Italian Compagn.a.36 Under Eugenius III,
Bernard was called upon to make another great contribution as
a churchman.

Eugenius III designated Bernard as the preacher

of the Second Crusade (1146-1148).
At Christmas 1145, King Louis VII (died 1180) of France
gathered his court at Bourges.

Since he had received the news

that Edessa had fallen in 1144 to the Turks, Louis and his
court determined to rescue Christendom in the East.

It was

decided that the court would convene again at Vezelay at Easter
1146 to initiate its plan.

Pope Eugenius III was informed of

this plan, but since he could not be present he gave Bernard
the responsibility of preaching the Crusade at Vezelay in 1146.37
Bernard appeared at Vezelay and gave the sign of pilgrimage,
the cross of the crusader, to all those present.

In addition,

Bernard persuaded Conrad III, the Holy Roman Emperor, to participate in the crusade.38 Western Europe took up the crusade
with initial passion and purpose, largely as a result of
Bernard's preaching and persuasive ability.

In the judgment

of one student of the Second Crusade, Bernard must be credited
with ~terjecting personal and passionate enthusiasm, based on
the eternal significance of the crusading vow made by each
36Tout, P• 241.
37"Vita Prima Bernardi," W!, CLXXXV, 1205-120? •
Cf. Tout, PP• 191-192.
3S"Vita Prima Bernardi," Lib. VI, Cap. I, l; Lib. IV,
Cap. IV, 15.
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crusader, into the hearts and minds of the crusaders.39
But !;he Second Crus ade failed .

Sine: e :E-0rn:.::-1·d

a d been

the preb.cher of the crusade, ea.:cncstly urging 2.11 wi ·:;hln t:t,e
sound of his voic& to t.e..k e up t he crusad0r' s croE,fu ; B0rn a rd.
also ree t.:: i ved the bl ams for the r a ilure of the c.1.·uowJ (~ .
Geoffrey of Olui rvauA atten.-pted to c:.ef end Bernar -::~ by n ot; i ng
that be1.·nard only .r,re&.chucl ~.;he cr1;!;a de b~ce.use I'011e ~1.1:::enius III

instruct~d hirl! 1.10 u.o Go, ::.md. pe:chep~--in spite of the r·e ,~ ulta-people' s souls were s av ed c:..s they J1n.de the l)ilgrir:m.(.:,O

crusade . 40

<.>f

the

Bernard , how0ve:..' , d id n.ot att err.:pt to excHse h is

:particip.:ltion in the cru s ade .
way:.; e.re past;

He ini ic uted oi:ly ·:; __,.~it God ' s

s judG1lie.nts ; hov c a!l e.ny,:;n e c:=-i'i:;i~ize i·ih.5.t
he does not unde:i.·stai1d'i 41 i:' or 1~ ... r11a:r~l , the c u.11 "i:,o ,,,ork comes
ill&.:a '

from Gou , aa.J. God c.lc.1a has t!--1e r ie;h.t t o judg e the wor ;< r.:nd
,-, eie;h the re s ults.
As Ghe A.bbot of Clairva'llA , :B.cr!!.ard had been called 'J.r, on
to adjudicate a fapa l Schism (11 30-1138) and to pr·eac11 tbe:
Second Crusade (1146-1143) .

Between these

t\\1'0

events , Bernard

the Abbot of Cl a.irvawc felt compelled to expre~s himself on
the theolo 5--y of Ab 0la1:d. · i..s a result, Abelard was compelled
by Pope Iw1ocent II to spend the re1.1.ainder of hia life under

the conderunation of the churct. and in o.onast;ic confinement .
J:he confrontation betw0en Berno.rd and i:.belard if, the

1

39Giles Constaule, "Tho Second Crusade as Seen by Contemporarien,11 Traditio, IX (1953), 247.
4 o"Vita Prima Bernardi," Lib. III, Cap. V, 15.

This lette::- was
Knights Templar,
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confrontation of two ages and two ways of approaching theology,
For Bernard, theology must be understood in terms of spirituality and experience.

Only that theology was valid which

concerned itself with the heightening of the spiritual life,
the life that led to union with God. Knowledge and theology
were never ends in themselves. 42 Bernard maintained that the
quest for learning and theology must be intimately related to
the quest of monasticism, the salvation of the individuai. 4 3
Consequently, for Bernard, Abelard's subtleties were nothing
but a miserable attempt to look into the mind of God.

In

effect, Abelard was attempting to describe and explain the
inscrutable mysteries of God.

It would have been much better

for Abelard, said Bernard, if he would heed the words of Psalm
46:10, "Be still and know that I am God. 1144 In a letter
42Jean Leclerq, The Love of Learning and the Desire for
God: A S(Ndy of Monast!c cu!turi, translatecrby CatharineMisrani
ew York: Fordham University Press, 1961), pp. 6-9.
4 3Ibid., P• 255. Cf. Berna.rd, Epistolas, CXCI, 1.
This letter was written to Pope Innocent II in 1140.
44sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "Contra
Quaedam Capitula Errorum Abaelardi (Epistola CXC se.u Tractatus) ad Innocentiwn II Pontificem," Traotatus Morales,
Doctrinales et Polemicos Com leotens, in Sancti Bernardi
Abbatis Clarae-vaiiensis
era mn a
Horstium denuo
Reco~ita, Repur~ata, et
1eliorem gesta Ordinem, neenon ov!s Prael'a lonibus,Admonitionibus, Notis et Obsir=
·vationibus, Indicibusque
1osisslmls Locupletati et Illustrata; edited by John Mabil on (4th revised and augmented
edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), II 1 cols. 1456-1458.
This work is also included in Migne's edition: Sancti Bernardi
Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "Contra Quaedam Oapitula Errorum
Abaelardi Epistola CXC seu Tractatus ad Innocentium II
Pontificem," Patrologiae: Patrum Latinorum, edited by J. P.
Migne (Paris: n.p., 1862), CLXXXII, cols. 1053-10?2.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, "Contra

b~st

co

1

addressed to Pope Innocent II in 1140, Bernard rendered
this summary judgment:
He insults the Doctors of tho Church by holding up
the philosophers for exaggerated praises. He prefers their ideas and their own novelties to the
doctrines and faith of the Catholic Fathers • • • • 45
Bernard's condemnation became the judgment of the church at
the Council of Sens in 1141. 46 Abelard then appealed
directly to Pope Innocent II, but Bernard's opinions had
already prec.e ded Abelard to Rome.
to confine himself to a monastery.

Innocent II forced Abelard
Some students of the

Medieval Church have categorized Bernard as a doctrinaire
and a very conservative force in twelfth-century Christianity,
citing his confrontation with Abelard in support of their
view; this approach has given offense to some of Bernard's
apologists. 4 7 Regardless of one's judgment about the validity of Bernard's opposition to Abelard, it must be admitted
that the theological conscience of Europe in the twelfth
century received part of its form and substance from Bernard
the Abbot of Clairvaux.
Capitula Errorum Abaelardi, 11 followed by chapter and paragraph numbers in Roman and Arabic numera.J,.s, respectively.
Thus, the particular reference referred to in the text
above would be cited as Bernard, "Contra Errorum Abaelardi,"
VII, 17-18.
4 5Bernard, ~istolas, CLXXXIX, 3. The translation is
take~ from Bruno cott James, P• 210.
4611 vita Prima ·Bernardi t" Lib. III, Cap. V, 13-15.

4 ?c:r., s. st. Clair Morrison, "St. Bernard, Abelard
and Arnald of Brescia," Irish Ecclesiastical Record, XCVII
(May 1962), 304-312.
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Until the end of his life, Bernard continued to interest
himself in the affairs of the church.

Geoffrey of Clairvaux

reports that Bernard's last mission was the reconciliation
of the townspeople of Metz with some neighboring princes.48
But the man who had willingly submitted himself to the rigor
of stringent ascetic discipline could not escape death.
Death came to Bernard on Auguat 18, 1153; his biographers
report that his death was one of peace and joy, for Bernard
was led by Christ from the body of death into the land of the
living. 4 9 Two days later, Bernard was buried at Clairvaux.50
The extraordinary quality and impact of Bernard's life was
soon recognized.

In 1174, less than twenty years after his
death, Bernard was canonized by Pope Alexander IIr.51 Today,
he is known as s t. Bernard, the Melliflµous Doctor.
Bernard, the Abbot of Clairvaux, in his lifetime had been
instrumental in resolving the Papal Schism in 1130, in preaching the Second Crusade of 1146-1148, in expressing the chur~h's
judgment on the theology of Abelard in 1140-1141, ruid in causing the Cistercian Order to flourish in 'Western Europe.

The

principles of Bernard displayed in each of these endeavors were
first formulated in the crucible of monastic life at Citeauxand
Clairvaux.

For Bernard, the quest for salvation was the quest

48 "Vita Prima Bernardi," Lib. V, Cap. I, 1-3.
4 9Ibid., Lib. V, Cap. II, 13.
50ibid., Lib. V, Cap. II, 15-16.
5lThomas Merton, The Last of the Fathers (New York:
Harcourt Brace & Compmi'y'; c.19'54J ,P. 44.
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of the church, and the que s t for sal-.ration \,:as the q_uest of
monasticism .

Bernard' s life was not a duality of causes a.nd

ef.:fe.c :ts, a du o li ty of purposes nn d goal s , but a unity of meaning:
the applica t;ior.t of the monastic i d e n l to the 11.fe cf
and

tr e church

its people.
St. Bernard's Thought on the Mona stic Life

The recapitulation of St. Bernard's life and work has

pointed to the conclusion that Bernard nust be understood in
terms of the mona stic ideal.

But this conclusion cannot be

mainta ined without reference to his own writings and the enuncia tion of bis otnl thought on monasticism.

Consequently, the

remainder of this chapter \·Jill be devoted to the presentation
of Bernard's thought on monasticism.
be divided into five parts:

This presentation will

the monastic vows, the nature of

monasticism (asceticism, worship, and spiritual progression),
mona sticism and the i·1ay of salvation, motivation for the monastic life, and Berna rd's personal evaluation of monasticisn.
The Vows of Monasticism
The novice becomes a: monk when he vows to live in obedience to the abbot of his monastery and to the Rule observed
in that monastery; in poverty of worldly goods, and in perpetual chasti\i•

Bernard of Clairvaux, as abbot and spiritual

father of I!l.OhkR, n.ttempted to interpret these vows for his
monks.

But Bernard's greatest concern was the correct under-

standing and application of the vow of obedienee, as it

26

exemplified the Christian concept of obedience.
First of all, Bernard very clearly indicated that the
vow is the result of a voluntary decision.5 2 No one and no
institution may compel the individual to make a vow of any
kind.

The novice, af'ter his period of probation, must freely

come to his own decision about making the vows.

But af'ter

the novice has come to his decision and has made his vows,
compulsion begins; the vow then became a necessity which
could not be abrogated or disregarded.53

Once the vow has

been made it must be kept; the monk has voluntarily committed himself and is irrevocably bound for life by the vow.
Bernard, however, recognized that in certain situations
and because of certain circumstances a monk may obtain a
52sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, 11 De Precepto et Dispensatione, 11 Tractatus Morales, Doctrinales ,!!!
Folemicos Complectens, in Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Claraevallensis Opera Omnia post Horstium denuo Recognita, Repur~ ' et in Meliorem Digesta Ordinem, necnon Novis Prael'at~fim!bus," Aamonitionibus, Notis et Observationibus, Indicirb=u-s-g~u-e-Copiosissimis LocupletatS:-~ Illustrata, edited'"'Ey
John Mabillon (4th revlsea and augmented edition; Paris:
Gaume Fratres, 1839), II, cols. 1175-1176. ~his work is
also reprinted in Migne's edition: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis
Clarae-vallensis, "De Precepto et Dispensatione, 11 Patrologiae: Patrum Latinorum, edited by J. P . Migne (Paris:
n.p., 1862), CLXXXII, cols. 859-894.
Hereaf'ter, this work will be cited as Bernard, "De
Precepto et Dispensati one, 11 followed by chapte.r and paragraph numbers in Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively.
Thus, the particular reference germane to the text above
is cited as Bernard, "De Precepto et D:l.spensatione, 11 I, 1-2.
53Bernard, ~istolas, VII, 4. This letter was written
to Monk Adam ca.1126. I'Ionk Adam had succeeded a certain
Abbot Arnold,~o had led a group of dissident monks away
from an establi.shed monastery to form their own community,
thus breaking their vow to obey the abbot and the Rule of
their former monastery. In addition, see Bernard, "De
Precepto et Dispensatione," III, 7~
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dis pensation f rom his vo·,:s .

But Berna r a did. not a ttempt t o

def i ne positively what s itua tions and cir cumstances jus tif y
a c.:1.!3p0n s.1ation.

::Wen t hou r;h di spensa tions could be obi;ained

from the p roper ec cles i astica l auth or i ties , clis:pcn s a ti ons
were n eitheI' n atura l nor f;Ood . 5 4

vo1.-1 was ma de to b e kept.
Neithe r ::n.arriage , 55 nor t he death of the abbot ,56 n or disA

sat i s f act ion with and antipathy t oward the abbot and other
monks57 jus tified a dispens a tion fr om the vow.

The only v a lid

basi s f or u d is:pen s·ition fro m a mona stic vow wa s n~ce s s ity :
" ' Ex n e c e ssi tat e en i m f it muta tio l~gis. 1 11 58 Thu s , a "hi gher
n ee es s i t y " uust ove rcome t he necessl t y o.f the vo1·1.

In the

i nt e~i m, in the life lived undar t h e vow , t h e monks ~ust pat i ently wait fo r t h e .full r e v ealing i n J e s us Chri~t a t the
l ast day , living f or Hi m and. in Him, f aithfu l to t h e vows of
the mon a stic l i fe . 59
Bern a r cl ' B approa ch to the probl em of the vow and dispen-

sat ions from the v ow was illus tra ted during his life by the
counsel--often U!1Solicit ed--he gave t o oth ers who were f a ced
with the dilemma of choos ing between v arious form s of s ervice
in the church.

Thus, Bernard wrote to Og er , a Ca.non Regul ar

54Bernard, "De Frecep t o et Dispensa tione , " II , 4 .
55rb id ., XVII, 52.
56 Ibid . , XVIII , 55 .

5?Ibid. , XVIII, 56.

58 Ibid ., II , 5.
59~.,

xx,

61 .

Berna rd is Quoting Pope Le o.
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who had resigned his p osition as Superior at Saint- Uicol as des- Pres in 1139 , tha t either he should never h av e undertaken
t he car e of s ou ls or he shoul d have nev er relinquished his
calling :

the vow could not be broken at wil1. 60

To a nun of

the conv ent of St. Mary of Troyes, who wanted to leav e the
convent and f ound a community that would be stricter in its
monastic obs ervance , Berna rd wrot e that she should remain where
she was and edify h er sisters in the religious life. 61 .ro the
1

abbot of St. John of Cha rtres , who had been nominated to become the Patriarch of J erusalem, Bernard wrote tha t the vow
and the r esponsibility of the vow made him a ser v ant of other
monks; he may not forget and forsake _those whom he
to s erve . 6 2

\·;as

ca lled

Perhap s Berna rd ' s approach to the mone.stic vow was best
e:Y.:pre s s ed in his f amous firs t letter, addres sed to his "nephew"
Robert in 1119.

Robert's parents had promis ed him as an in-

f ant to Cluny, but as a young man Robert joined Ola~rvaux.
La t ~r, troubled by his conscience because he h ad not fulf illed
his parents ' promise, Robert fled from Clairvaux and went to

Cluny.

Bernard wrote:

You foolish boyl Who has bewitched you to break
the vows which adorned your lip s ? \·Jill y ou not be
justified or condemned out of your own mouth? Why
then are you s o anxious about the vow your parents

60ncrnard, :E£iStola.s , LXXXVII, 1. This letter wa s written
1139 .
61 Bernard, ~istolas, "CXV ' 2. Thi s letter io undated .
62Bernard·, ~istolas, LJL"'{lll' 1-2. This letter was written
1128.

~~·
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made a nd yet so regardles s for your o,-m? It is
out of your m·m mouth and not out of the mouth of
your parents tha t you will'.be judged. Of your own
vow , not of theirs, will you be c a lled to render
an a ccount. Hhy d.oe s anyone try to ba.-aboo zle [ sic l]
you uith an Apos tolic abs olution, you whoze ovm cons cience i s bound by a divine s ent ence, ":No one putting
their hand to the plough and looging back is f it fer
t he k ingdom of Goa.?" [ Lu k e 9 : 62 J 3
]'or Berna rd of Clair vaux , the vow--onca madc--continues
,lithout in.te:crupt,ion for the life of tb.e one \•!he vo ws.

Dis-

pensa·tlons moy be Gr ant ed , but only b e c au .:;e a hi5h e r necessity

than the v-ow dictcl ted a dispens ation.

Ber·na rd, however, did

no1; L.1dica te \"!ha t tha t hie,her necessity might be.

Bernard's

u:nderstand inp; of the concept of the vow eas ily r a sol-;rncl itself

i n term.G o.f ~')lack and •1hit e di 8tinctions, with ye r:y fei'i--if

a ny--~ha des of grey.

On the surface, nerna rd' s coltk-rnents on the vo•,.; of obedience
a lso seemed to be quite ~a te5oric~l.

Ber nard wz-ote ;

Do you not know th at ''to obey i s better than sacrifice" [l Sam. 15:22]? Have you not ::::-ead in the Rule
[ of St. Benedict, Cha p. L~9] t:hc:1.t whatever is done
without the approval of your spiritual father must
be imputed to vainglory and therefore ha s no merit?
Have you not read in the Gospel how the boy Jesus
set an ex~ple to dedicated youth, not disdaining
to follow His parents to Nazareth, though He was
Master and they lea rners, He God a.11d they hnt human
beings, He the Hord and Wisdom and they only a carpenter and bis wife? "And He was subject unto them,"
the sacred history [Luke 2:51] adds! Row long will
you be wise in your own eyes? God entrusts Himself
to mortals and submits to them, and do you still walk
in your own ways? You had received a good spirit,

63Bernard, Eoistolas, I, 9. Actually, Robert was Bernard's
cousin, not his nephew. The translation is taken from Bruno
Scott Ja.~es, p. 15.
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but you use it ill; and I am fearful lest Satan
should overthrow you through the lack of prudence. 64
Nevertheless·, the vow of monastic obedience was limited in
its application.

The monk only vowed obedience according to

the Rule of St. Benedict.

\,./hat was not included in this Rule

was not vowed and, consequently, was not subject to obedience.
Monastic obedience must not be slavish and totalitarian, but
brotherly .. 6 5
·The vow of monastic obedience must not be interpreted
legalistically.

The criterion for determining what was to

be obeyed and what was to be disregarded was the Rule of st.
Benedict.

However, Bernard recognized that it was sometimes

64Bancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, Berm.ones in
Cantica, Numero LXX-. lVI, Comnlectens, in Sancti Bernardi
Abbatis Clarae-vallensis Opera Omnia p st Horstium denuo
Recognita, Ilepurii!ata, ~ in Meliorem D gesta Ordinem, necnon
Novis Praefatio bus, Admonitionibus, Notis et Observationibus, Indicibusgue co iosissimis Locupletata et Illustrata,
ecIIted by John Mabil on (4th revised and augmented edition;
Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), IV, col. 2769. This work is
also reprinted in Migne's edition: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis
Clarae-vallensis, 11 Sermones in Cantica Numero LXXXYI,"
Patrolo~iae: Patrum Latinorum, edited by J.P. Migne (Paris:
n.p., 1 54)·, CLXXXIII, cols. ?85-1198.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, Berm.ones
in Cantica, followed by the sermon and paragraph numbers in
Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively. Thus the particular
reference in the text above is cited as Bernard, Sermones in
Cantica, XIX, 7. The English translation is from Bernardo?
Clairvaux, On the Sv'ng El. Songs, translated and edited by a
Reli~ious oi-c.s.M •• (London: A. R. Mowbray & Co., Ltd.,
1952), P• 49.
er., Saint Benedict, The Rule g! Saint Benedict, edited
and translated by Abbot Jurnn Mccann (Westminster, Md.: The
Newman Press, 1952), pp. 114-115. This edition of the Rule
contains the Latin text and English translation on facing
pages. Hereafter, this Rule will be cited aa The Rule g!
Saint Benedict, followed by the chapter number~hus The
Rule .Q.f Saint BeDedict, Chap. 49.
· 6 5Bernard, "De Precepto et Dispensatione," IV-V, 10-11
and XVI, 48.
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difficult to determine what was to be obeyed and what was to
be disregarded.

Besides determining what was good or bad,

the monk was also faced with situations in which he had to
decide between what was good and what was better, between
what was bad and what was less bad, between what was done
out of inner necessity and compulsion and what was done out
of love for God. 66 Applying the vow of monastic obedience
to the situations that arose in daily monastic life was sometimes quite difficult.

Even St. Benedict's Rule, said

Bernard, recognized the dilemma of obedience when it allowed
degrees of liability and punishment. 6 7
To compound the problem of monastic obedience, the monk
was never free from the power and influence of sin.

Sin con-

stituted a burden upon the monk as he attempted to apply the
vow of obedience in his life. 68 However, it was not disobedience which condemned and consigned the monk to hell but his
own impenitence if he failed to recognize the imperfect way
in which he kept the vow of obedience. 6 9 If the monk failed
to repent of his sin--both the burden that he bore and the
imperfect obedience which resulted--then the monk received
the condemnation of eternity.
Bernard resolved the dilemma of monastic obedience by
66Ibid., VII, 13-16.
6 7Ibid., XII, 29: "An non denique et apud sanctum
Benedictum propriae et distinctae ab invicem sententiae inveniuntur, alia de levioribus, alia de gravioribus inscripta
culpa?" Cf. , ~ ~ .2! Saint Benedict, Chaps. 24-25.
68Bernard, "De Precepto et Dispensatione," X, 23-24.
69~., XIII, 32-34.
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making the Christia..."l conscience, instructed in the faith,
the arl)iter of obedience, for

is sin" [Homans lL~: 23). 70

11

whatsoeva~ is no·:; of faith

~che conscience of the monk, i n-

structed in the faith, had to (lecide b1;tween 1·fr1.e:'c was good
and b :1c., b(~t·.1em1 ;·1ha t; -.:ms e;ood a:;:ic1 b etter.

I f the conscience

was disrega.rcied, i f the co11.sc:i.enc 0 :mad..o the wrong decision,
the whole person wo.s condemnecl and thrown i.nto c1arkrieH:s. 7l

I n addition , Bernarrl directed. the attention of his monastic
b~others t;o a more obj e ctive source of consolation and. 8trength
for the l:tfe of monastic obedience.

The burd.e11 o:.: obeying

cou.lct be lightened and the mori..k could be consolecL tlu·ough
'
J r:sus C; ,n:c:u,t,

II

n..
' J.. •
~
•
It 72
l,w.o
i' s 'ti'-b t:: propi' t l.8.1.,J.Cll
1:orsin..

f'ioreover,

Ber-na.cd u r ged 1:J.s read.ers tc trus t in God ancl draw their

strength for obedience from God Hiwselr.7 3
~~be vow of n1onc1.stic obedience could ·oe applied. in the
life 0f tt: 2 mopk only v:j_th e}:trene c£-.re e.n d conce:rn, for it
was difficult tc arrive a.t certa in and absolutely cc.rrect
decisions.

Even thoul'.;h Berna.rd did. direct tbe attentj.on of

his readers to Christ and God for strength and support, Bernard's
thought createc. uncertainty and trepid::,tion i:c. the :monastic
life of -these be counseled.

The monk must obey, but the monk

70ibid.; XIV, 35.
71 Ibid.

72 Ibid.,

x,

24.

Bernard quoted 1 John 2,1-2 at this

noint: iTT'advocatum habemus Jesum. Christum Justum; et ipse est
propitiatio pro ,eccatis nostris.'"

?3Ibid.
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must also continually ask himself, "Is my obedience the best
possible obedience?"
Unlike the vow of monastic obedience, the vow of poverty
was relatively simple for Bernard to understand and apply because the vow of poverty was the negation of worldly concerns
and appetites.

Wealth and opulence and material beauty could

only entice the monk away from his true calling.74

Jean

Leclercq makes this judgment:
For St. Bernard, the royal road which bends neither
to the right nor to the left is the one on which
those march who, wanting to avoid bypaths, detours
and occasions for dissipation resulting from the
possession of earthly goods, sell all that they
have and devote themselves to God alone.75
The application of the vow of monastic poverty involved the
ability to distinguish between the spirit and the body, between God and the things of the world.

Bernard's concept of

monastic poverty wa~ probably most clearly expressed--although
mixed with a liberal measure of satire and rhetoric--in the
Apology he addressed to William of St. Thierry.76 In this

74 Norman F. Cantor, "The Crisis of Western Monasticism,

1050-1130," .American Historical Review, LXVI (October 196.0 ),
51-52.
?5Leclercq, p. 133.
76sancti Bernardi Abbatis . Clarae-vallensis, ' "Apologia
ad Guillelmum Sancti-Theoderici Abbatem," Tractatus Morales,
Do.c trinalee et Polemicoe Co,leotene, in Sancti Bernardi
Abbatis Clarii-va!iensis .OPera Omnia
Horstium denuo
Reco~ita, Repur~ata, et in eliorem
gesta Ordinem, neenon ovls Prael'a !onibus,Admon!t!onibus, Notis et Obsir=
vationibus, Indicibusgue co !os!ss1mis Locupietati et
Iiiustrata, edited by John abillon (4th revised ancr-augmented edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), II, cols.
1221-1246. This work is also reprinted in Migne's edition: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis,"Apologia ad

bist
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Apology, Bernard severely criticized the Cluniac monks for
the opulence of their buildings, the softness of their habits,
and the superabundance of rich f cods and drink with ,;·1hich
they nourished themselves.

As far as St. BGrnard was con-

cerned, the Cluniac monks have either forgotten or deliberately
rejected the monastic ideal of simple poverty.77

In a letter

to Thomas, the Provost of Beverly, apparently a man of some
\·Jeal th, Bernard indica ted that the weal th of this world soon
passes away and that only the wealth of a good conscience is
acceptable before God.78
Bernard's whole approach to the

VO\·;

of monastic poverty

will become clearer in another section of this chapter a s
Bern ard's thought on asceticism is presented.79

Let it su.ffice

at this point to conclude that monastic poverty, for Bernard,
must be understood literally.
The third vow, the

VO\'l

of pe:r1)etual chastity, did not

receive extensive treatm:ent or exposition from Bernard's pen.
Of course, he expected all monks to live a chaste and pure

Guillelmum: Sancti-Theoderici Abbatem," Patrolopaiae: Patrum
Latinorum, edited by J.P. ~igne (Paris: n.p., 1862), CttotxII,
cols. 89$-918.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, ''Apblogia, ad
Guillelmum Sancti-Theoderici," followed by chapter and :paragraph
numbers in Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively.
77Bernard, "Apologia ad Guillelmum Sanct:i-Theoderici, 11
IX, 20-21.
7 8 Bernard, Epistolas, CDXI, 3.
79Infra, pp. 36-38.
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life in the unmarried estate, and he specifically enjoined
the Kni5ht s Templar to live the celibate life. 80

But Bernard

did not mainta in that perpetua l virginity was the sine qua
~on of s alvation; in fact, emphasis on virginity could lead
to a terrible kind of spiritual pride:
The more honourable the r;ift of chastity, the greater
the injury you do it in tarnishine its beauty vithin
you by a.ny admixture of pride. It would have been
better for you not to be a virgin than to be puffed
u p and grow ins olent by virginity. Virginity is not
for a ll; it is for the :few; and ther e are fe w among
the f ew that unite humility with virginity. Where' fore, if you c an only admire the virginity of ~ary
without l)eing able to imitate it, study· to copy her
humility , e.nd it will be sufficient for you. But if
,·Jith virginity you pos sess humility, then you are
e5reat indeec1.el
Virginity wa s a great gift of God, but it was not something tha t everyone should desire because God does not ~ive
80

Bernard,

11

Ad i'1ili tes Templi, 11 IV, 7.

81 Bancti Berna rdi Abba tis Clarae-vallensis , "De Laudibus
Virginis rlatris," Sermones de Tempore, et de Sanctis, ac de
Diversis, Complec·i;ens, in Sane ti Bernaraf Abbatiu Clarae-vallensis Opera Omnia post liorstium denuo Recognita, Re~urgata,
et in 'f1e'!iorem Digesta Ordinem, necnon Novis Prae:fationibus,
Admonitionibus, Notis et Observationibus, lndicibusgue Copiosissimis Locupletata et Illustrata, edited by John Nabillon
{4th revised and augmented edition; Paris: Gaume F~atres, 1839),
III, cols. l66<;ril.670. This material can also be found in Migne's
edition: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, 11 Se1..moner. de
Tempore et de Sanctis, ad de Diversis," Patrologiae: Patrum
Latinorum, edited by J. P . rligne (Paris: n.p., 18$4), CLXXXIII,
cols. 55-88.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, "De Laudibus
Virginis i'latris," follo\·ted by sermon and paragraph numbers in
Roman and Arabic numerals ·, respectively. Thus, the quotation
in the text above is cited as Berne.rd, "De Laudibus Virginia
Natris," I, 6. The translation is from Bernard of Clairvaux,
Sermons of St. Bernard on Advent & Christmas, Includ~ the
Famous Treatise on the Incarnation called Missus Est~ranslated
by an inhabitantofst. Mary's Convent, York (England] (London:
R. & T. Washbourne, Ltd., 1909), P• 30.
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this gift to everyone.

]'or Bernard, there was even a greater

gift, that of humility; virginity without humility was damnable.
The vows of monasticism must be made in all seriousness
and with all understanding; they must be 1·reely made, without
compulsion.

Bu·t after the monk has voi·1ed poverty, obedience,

and chastity, he was expected to persevere in what he had vowed.
Disp ensations were possible, but they were exceptional and not
at all ordinary to the monastic life.

Bernard eA-pected all

monks to l:L ve joyfully under the vows, waiting for the End-time
when Christ would reveal Himself and t ake to Himself those who
bad pers evered in the fight of faith.
The Nature of Mona sticism
Ideally, the monk obeyed his abbot according to the specific Rule in force in bis monastery; he lived apart from and
without regard for the accumulat:J.on of possessions, and he
lived without a wife and family.

This kind of life, however,

was not an end in its elf, but oi1ly a means.

The monastic life

was undertaken voluntarily so that the pilgrimage through life
with God would not be hindered by the responsibilities of '.lJife
and family, the struggle to earn daily bread, and the burden
of autonomy.

In this section, the purposes and goals as well

as the method or process of monastic life--in short, the nature
of monasticism--according to Bernard will be discussed.
Within the Cistercian community, monastic life was
strongly influenced by ascetic ideals: '.. withdrawals from the
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world and the submission of the flesh. 82
stress eel the ascetic ideal vigorously.

The Cistercians
Bernard.' s comments

on asceticism exemplify the spirit of the Cistercian Order.
Bernard emphasized the needs of the body over against

hµ man desires.

Thus, food ~nd clothing were to be simple in

preparation ancl appearance, just sufficient to sustain and
shelter the body so that the soul could wage its battle for
spiritual life. 8 3 The t?.:ppea::::-ance and cleanliness of the body
was also unimportan·t, for the monk must flee the vani ties of
the world. BL~

And the body itself must be kept firmly in sub-

jection, disciplined through physical ~unishments and manual
labor. 8 5 While in the physical body, the monk must die to
the world so that after the death of the body, the monk might
live forever with God.

Through the death of the body, the
monk was clothed in joy. 86 Bernard maintained that the cares
of the world--the quest for food, clothing, shelter, and the
amenities of life--contended ~:ith the call of God and eventually
82Nor·man F. Cantor, 11 The Crisis of \.Jestern fionasticism,
1050-11?;0," .American Historical Review, LXVI ( October 1960),
65-66. Cf., Tout ;-p'p~~02-20'.5:
8 3Bernard, "Ad .l'lili-t;es Templi, '' IV, 7; Bernard; ::~4..:._:>ologiti.
ad Guillelmum B<L'"l.cti-Theoderici," X, 24-26.
84nernard, "Ad l'lilitee Templi , " IV, 7.

85Bernard, !ffiistolap, ~, 2, and Epistolas, CII, 1-2. The
date for the second letter is unknowni the date for the first
letter, addressed to his cousin Robert, is 1119.
86Bernard, Epistolas, CV. This letter is undated; it is
addressed to a certain Romanus, a subdeacon of the Roman CUria.
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obli tere:ted God' s call. 8 7

In a letter addressed to the

Cistercian mon.k.s at St. Anas-t;as ius, outside Rom~, Bernard
expressed himself quite clearly.

Even though the .monks at

St. Anastasius were frequently p lagued with sicknesses of
ever y kind , i;hey should no·i; be so anxious to secure :medical

assis t ance; r a ther, they should be more concerned about the
health of their souls. 88
Bernard's thought o:n. asceticism also extended to architecture and s culpture .

The ma snificent and . colorful buildings

and furni~hings at Cluny were judgecl by Berne.rd to be a ba sic
infringement on the simp lici·by of the Benedictine Rule. 8 9
Nonks were soldiers of God, not to be pampered by physical
beauty D.n.d ornate quarters.

The desires of the body must

n ever be served.90
Bernard himself ~racticed the asceticism he taught others.91
In the year of his death, 1153, Bernard indicated to .Arnold
of Bonnevaux the results of as ceticism in his own body.
8 7Bernard, Jwistolas, CVII, 13.

He

This letter is undated;

it is addressed to 'J~hqmas, Provost of Beverly.

88Bernard, E'Oistolas, CCCXLV, 2.

This letter was written

~· lJ.40.
8 9Bernard, ".Apologia ad Guillelmum Gancti-Theoderici, 11

XII, 28-29 • .
90ibid., IX, 22. A very brief, but adequate, summary o~
the ascetic emphasis in Bernard's .Apology to William of St.
Thierry is found in M. D. Knowles, Cistercians and Cluniacs:
The Oontroverp~ bet\leen .§!• Bernard and Peter t~Venerable
"(tondoni Oxfor University Press, 19m, PP• la-!9 .
91 supra, pp . 12-1~.
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could not consume solid food, and he could not eat any great
quantity of food at any one meal.

His feet were swollen, a s

though he had dropsy, a.nd death was imminent. 9 2

.And yet, this

conditi0i.1 d i cl not deter Berna r d from µphold.ing the ascetic as
the teacher of Christendom and the savior of the papacy.93
Although Bernard lived the ascetic life and counseled
others to do the same, the ascetic life also was not an end
in itself.

The ascetic life destroyed self-will and self-

service s o that the work of &od could be performed.

1\nd the

\vork of God was worship, a \vork which should be per.formed
joyfully an:i wholeheartedly. 9lt-

Bernard coramented en the pur-

poses and manner of worship:
I e:dlort: you, therefore, beloved, to apply yourselves

to the Divine praises with complete attention, and
Hith enerp;y. ~lhen I s ay enere;y, I mean that you should
wait upon the Lord ,:ith zes t as uell as reverence; you
should not be lazy and drowsy, ya1tming and sparing
your voices, lopping your words orf short in the middle
or leaving \·1hol e 1.·10rds out; you must not sing through
your noses, in a soft, feeble, womanish voice, but
must pronounce the utterances of the Holy Spirit with
t~e manly voice and disposition that their dignity
requires. Ana. ,-,hen I say that you should recite your
Office ·with complete attention, I mean that, while you
chant, you should think of nothing except what you are
chanting. It is not only empty, idle thoughts tha t I
am bidding you a.void; at that time and i .n that place,
you should repress also all thoughts abou~ the work
which some of you are given for the common good, though
at other ti:!lles such thoughts must often occupy your
9 2Bernard, Epistol~, CCCX.

..

....

,

93This is the judgment of Hayden V. White, "The Gregorian
Ideal and Saint Bernard of Clairvaux," rrournal f2! ~ History
.2f Ideas, XXI (July-September 1960), 347.
94 Bernard, Sermones ,2:!! Cantica, XLVII, 8.
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minds. I would even advise you not to take with you,
when you go to choir, the thoughts which were suggested
to you by the books you were reading in the cloister
just before, or those which you may get from hearing
me discourse, here in the place of listening to the
Holy Spirit. They are profitable thoughts; but they
will be of small profit to you, if you turn them over
while you sing the psalms! For the Holy Spirit does
not like you to bring forward at that time something
other than your duty, which makes you neglect the
thing that is your duty to do.95
Bernard exhorted the monks committed to his care to be
diligent in the work of God, in worship, giving attention to
both the content and the method of worship.

Buildi.JJ.g on .the

results of asceticism and worship, the mo.nk must progress to
the achievement of his goal, union with God.
For Bernard, Clairvaux was an earthly Jerusalem connected
to the one in heaven by wholehearted devotion, by conformity
of life and by a certain spiritual affinity.96 The monks at
Clairvaux engaged in a spiritual pilgrimage which would eventually result in their transfer from the earthly Jerusalem at
Clairvaux to the heavenly Jerusalem.

Because this pilgrimage

and quest was so very important, Bernard insisted that monks
must cast off everything superfluous so that the monastic quest
was not interrupted or made impossible by vanities.97

The monk

was flying upward from the burdens of life and humanity to the
95Ibid. Italics were supplied in the translation,
Bernard<>f°Clairvaux, .Q!! fil Song of Songs, translated and
edited by a Religious of c.s.M.V. \London: A. R. Mowbray &
Co., Ltd., 1952), pp. 147-148. Cf., Bernard, Epistolas,
CCCXCVIII, 2. This letter, undated, was addressed to Abbot
Guy of Montier-Ramey in response to Abbot Guy's request that
Bernard prepare an Office in honor of st. Victor.
96 Bernard, Epistglas, LXIV, 2. This letter was written
to Alexander, theEl shop of London, ~· 1129.
9?nernard, "Apologia ad Guillelmum Sancti-Theoderici,
1

XIII, 30.
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life of the New Heavenly Jerusalem.98
Bernard used several concepts to express the idea of
spiritual progression from earth to heaven.

One method Bernard

used was his definition of the four stages of love.

In the

first stage of love, the individual loved himself for his own
sake .99 He was concerned about no one but himself.
be did wa.~ centered in himself.

Everything

The second stage of love was

loving God selfishl~, because the individual discovered that
God could serve his own individual welfare:00 The third stage
was loving God for God's own sake.

The individual arrived

at this stage of love when he realized that God is lovely and
g~acious in and of Himself.

Bernard was of the opinion that

98Leclercq, p. 72.
99sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "De Diligendo
Deo, Liber seu Tractatus ad Haimericum ·s . R. E. Cardinalem
et can·c ellarium," Trac-t atus Morales, Doctrinales et Pol.emicos
Complectens, in Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vaI!ensis
Opera Omnia post Horstium denuo Recognita, Repurgata, et ,!B
Meliorem Digesta Ordinem, necnon Novis Fraefationibus, Admonitionibus, Notis et Observationibus, Indicibusque cop!o· sissimis Locupletata et Illustrata, edited by John Mabillon
. (4th revised and augmented edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres,
·1a39), II, cols. 1360-1361. This work is also reprinted in
r'ligne's edition: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis,
"De Diligendo Deo, Liber seu Tractatus ad Haimericum s. R. E~
Cardinalem et Cancellarium~" P~trolo~iae: Patrum Latinorum,
edited by J.P. Migne (Paris: n.p., 862), CLXXXII, cols.
973-1000.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, "De Diligendo _Deo," followed by chapter and paragraph numb!3_;-s in
Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively. Thus, the · specific
reference cited in the text above is Bernard, "De Diligendo
Deo," XV, 39.
In addition, see Bernard, Epistolas, XI, 8, for a summary of the four stages of love. This letter was written
.£.!• 1125 to Prior Guy and other monks of the Grande Chartreuse.
lOOBernard, "De Diligendo Deo," VIII, 25 and XV, 39.
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the individual remained at this stage of love for a long
period of time. 101

The fourth and final stage of love was

man loving himself solely for God's sake. 102

Bernard ad-

mitted that he had not attained to this fourth stage of
love, and he suggested that the fourth stage was only attained after death at the resurrection of all the dead. 1 03
Bernard also used the concept of humility to describe
the ascent of the soul from the prison of earth to the freedom of heaven.

In effect, Bernard prescribed a system of

ascent based on the concept of humility.
Humility, as Bernard defined it in his "De Gradibus Humilitatis et Superbiae" is that thorough ·s elf-examination
which makes a man contemptible in his own sight and thus forces
him to turn his compiliete attention to God and His truth. 104
lOlibid., IX, 26 and XV, 39.
102
~ . , X,

27 and XV, 39.

l03~., XI, 31.
104sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "De Gradi-

bus Humilitatis et Superbiae," Tractatus Morales, Doctrinales
Polemicos Complectens, in Bancti Bernardi Abbatis Claraevallensis Opera Omnia post Horstium denuo Recognita, Rnlurgata,
et in Meliorem Digesta Ordinem, necnon Novis Praefatio bus,
Admonitionibus, Notis-et Observationibus, Indicibusgue Copiosissimis Locupletata et Illustrata, edited by John Mabillon
(4th revised and augmented edition; Paris: Gaume _Fratres,
18?9}; II, col. 1283. This work is also reprinted· "in· Migne's
edition: Sanoti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "De Gradibus Humilitatis et Superbiae, Tractatus," Patrol;iae: Patrum
Latinorum, edited by J.P. Migne (Paris: n.p., l 2), CLXxlII,
cols. 941-972.
·Hereafter, this work will be. cited as Bernard, "De Gradibus Humilitatis," follow~ by chapter and paragraph numbers
in Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively. Thus, Bernard's
definition of humility is cited as follows: Bernlµ'd, "De
Gradibu~ Humilitatis," I, 2.
~
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By truth, the monk ascends to God.l05
there are three steps of truth:

But, said Bernard,

truth in oneself (ascertained

by judging oneself), truth in one's neighbors (ascertained by
sympathizing with them), and truth in its own nature (ascertained by contemplating with a pure heart). 106 Bernard then
used the remainder of "De Gradibus Humilitatis et Superbiae"
to show his readers how one attains to the first step of
truth by walking in the path of humility.

However, Bernard

showed the path of humility by inverting t~e path (or ladder)
of humility and speaking in terms of pride. 107 Bernard's
rationale for this method was that in walking from one step
of humility to another, the monks were simply retracing the
journey they made from one step of pride to the next step of
pride. 108 Thus, the first step of humility going up is the
twelfth step of pride going down.

Be retracing his journey

of pride, the monk should becom~ humble and cross the threshold
of the first step of truth, which would then allow him to attain the remaining two steps of truth.
In the monastery, the goal was the attainment of full
truth, of full union with God, of full fellowship with the
l05Bern~d, "De Gradibus Humilitatis," II, 5.
lOGibid., III, 6.
l07The path of pride was divided into twelve steps or
ladder-rungs: curiosity, frivolity, foolish mirth, boastfulness, singularity, conceit, audacity, excusing sins, hypocritical confession, defiance, freedom to sin, and habitual
sinning. Bernard, "De Gradibus Humilitatis," X-XXI, 28-51.
108Ibid., IX, 27.
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Divin.e.

Everything in the life of the monk must contribute

to the attain."7len.t; of this goal.

'I·herefore, the body was

severely s ubjugated and \'!or.ship ,.re s :per.formed .s o t 'b.a"~ by all
means spiritual progression became a rea lity in iihe life o:f
each :i:;~or1.k .
I1onasticis m and ·t;hc Wa;/ ot' Sal,ratiou
The Idea of S]?iri cua.l progre s sion, including both ·i;he
g oa l and the p rocess of attaining the goe.l of :!l!<'nasticis:m ,
wus ir!tiruately related to an understa.ndinr; of the wa:y of salvation.

In monasticism, the monk attempted tu fulf:i.11 his

desire for God by striving daily for a closer rela tionship
with Hi'.11 , a closer and more intimate union.

In other ,,:ords,

monasticis~ wa s a quest for reconciliation.

A sense of aliena-

tion under5irded the gu e st and its basic idea
progres s ion.

o:

spiritual

But reconciliation. betw.e en God and. man could

never be rea lizecl apa :r-t from the perscn and work of Jesus
Christ.

And this consideration led to the study of Luman

accep tance or apprehension of Ch:d.st through faith and the

mc1nifeFta tion of this f s.ith through good. works.
God is the we.y of salvation:

". • .Domi~i est se.lus ;

i m.o ipse ealus, lpse et vie est ad saJ.utem• • • • "l09

God

l09sa...'11.cti J3e:r:2a1·di Abbatis Olarae-vallensis, "De Gratia

. et Libero .:\ rbi trio, Tro.ctntu:3, ad Guillelmum Abbatem Sancti11:heoderici," Tractatu s .M"oJ'ales., Doctrint,.J.es et l"'olemicos Complectens , in Gan.ct! Bernar~ Abbati~ Cla1~-valfens1s ~pera;Omnia p ost Horct11.i.m denuo Reen· nita, HeP,urgata, et in l1eliorem
Digeste.Ordinel!l;-ii'e~~ Novi.!3 1-'r:1e ationib~ts, .:'\..d.mon!tionibus,
Notis et Observo.tEnibus, I:idicibunque Cor·1.osissimis Locunletata

-

··--·

.

-
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manifested Himself as the wa:y of salvation by sending His
only Son into the world. 11
Christ caine into the world and

°

took on Himself human nature, though without sin and concupiscence, thereby liberating people from the power and condemnation of sin. 111 Because Christ was fully human and, thus,
experienced the weakness of humanity, Christ is patient and
. receiving
. .
.
112 One translator of Bernard's
merci·ru 1 in
sinners.
sermons on the Song of Songs has paraphrased Bernard's attitude
Illustrata, edited by John Mabillon (4th revised and augmented edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), II, col. 1394.
This work has also been reprinted in Migne's edition: Sancti
Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "De Gratia et Libero
Arbitrio Tractatus, ad Guilelmum Abbatem Sancti-Theoderici,"
Patrolo~iae: Patrum Latinorum, edited by J.P. Migne (Paris:
n.p., 1~2), CLXXXII, cols. 1001-1030.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, "De Gratia
et Libero Arbitrio," followed by chapter and paragraph numbers
in Roman and Arabic numerals, respectively. Thus the particular reference germane to the text above is cited as
Bernard, "De Gratia et Libero Arbitrio," XIII, 43.
110sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis, "In Festo
Annuntiationis Beatae Mariae Virginia," .Sermones de Tempore,
et de Sanctis, ac de Diversis, Com lectens, in Sancti Bernardi
Aobatis Clarae-val!ensis Opera Omn a post Horstium denuo Recognita, Repurgata, et in Meliorem Digesta Ordinem, necnoit
Nov!s Praefationibus-;-Aamonitionibus,~otis et Observatioiiibus, Indicibusgue co iosissimis Locupletata ~ Illustrata,
ec!Ited by John Mabil on (4th revised and augmented edition;
Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), III, col. 2106 • . This material
is also printed in Migne's edition: Sancti Bernardi Abbatis
Clarae-vallensis, "Berm.ones de Tempore et de Sanctis, ac de
Diversis," Patrologiae: Patrum Latinorum, edited by J.P.
Migne (Paris: n.p., 1854), CLXXXIII, cols. 383-398.
Hereafter, this work will be cited as Bernard, "Ili Festo
Annuntiationis Beatae Mariae Virginis," i'ollowed by sermon and
paragraph numbers in Roman and Arabic n'lµIlerals, respectively.
Thus, the particular reference to the text above is cited as
Bernard, "In Festo Annuntiationis Beatae Mariae Virginis,n
III, 1.
lllBe~ard, "In Festo Annuntiationis Beatae Mariae
Virginia," II, 5.
112 Bernard, Sermones in Cantica, IX, 5. Cf'., Bernard
"De Gradibus Humilitatls,"""'III, 8-:-lO.
~
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toward Christ's humanity as follows:
Black indeed was He Who had "no form nor comel i ness"
[Isaiah 53:2], Who was "a worm and no man, a very
scorn of men and the outcast of the people" [ Psalm
22 :6], Who · was even made to be sin for our sakes.
But ask the apostles how they saw Him on the mount,
or ask the angels what He is like on \,Jhom they ye~""D.
to look; and they will tell you He is beautiful. He
is, then, beautiful in Himself, and black but for
thy sake. How beautiful a.rt Thou, Lord Jesus, in
the humanity that Thou dost share with me, how
beautiful not only in Thy deeds of wonder but in
Thy truth, Thy gentleness, Thy righteousness!
Blessed is he who, pondering Thy life as Man wif~
men, sets out with all his might to copy Theel
But Christ was more than a perfect-m.a n, able to commiserate with mankind and fulfill for man what man could not
fulfill for himself.

Christ was also the Holy God and, as

God, overcame the Devil and death.

According to Bernard, one

of the primary blessings of the Incarnation was the liberation
of man from the power of the Devil. 114 The result of this
liberation was that man no longer needed to fear enslavement
in -~ ell throughout eternity.
Bernard was concerned to show the application of Christ's
passion and death in the lives of Christians.

Christ suffered

and died for people so tha~ they would not have to suffer and
die eternally.

Christ's death was the charter of .man's eternal
freedom from death. 115 In this connection, Bernard cited Romans
5:18-19, by one man (Adam) sin and death entered the world and
113Bernard, Sermones in Cantica, XXV, 9. The paraphrase
is from Bernard of Clairvaui, On the ~oMg of Son~s, translated and edited by a Religious of C••• V:-(Lon on:
A. R. Mowbray & Co., Ltd., 1952), PP• 74-?5.
ll4 Bernard, "Contra Oapitula Errorum Abaelardi , " V, 11-14.
ll5Bernard, "Ad I1ilitea Templi, 11 XI, 18.
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by another man (Christ) life and righteousness re-entered the
world. 116 Thus, if all men were guilty corrua ~ by virtue
of the Fall, they were also alive coram Q.2.Q. by virtue of Christ's
death.

As Bernard himself wrote:

est meae mortis:

"I1ors itaque Cbxisti, more
quia. ille mortuus est, ut ego viveram. 1111?

Bernard even urged the Knights Templar to re-capture the sepulchre of Christ in Palestine, not because:i t ,·1e.s

a

holy place,

but because it \·,as the sign or the seal of man• s resurrection
and his eternal fre edom from death. 118
Bernard told his monks at Clairvaux that he wa s comforted
and encouraged in the monastic quest by the sufferings, death,
and resurrection of Christ.

In Christ's total life, Bernard

was supplied with everything that he lacked for salvation. 119
In one of his sermons, Bernard provided the monks at Clairvaux
with this advice:
Meditate, then, upon these tp.i.ngs--God's goodness in
creating you and all the world, the Lord's Selfemptying for our redemption, His taldng flesh, His
bearing of the cross, His death. Steep yourselves
in odours such as these, that by them the foul
stench of your sinsmaybe dispelled and your own
hearts be rendered redolent of these same fragr§.nces,
which are as strong to save as they are sw0e·G .120
116Ibid., XI, 23.
ll7Ibid,, XI, 27.
118Ibid., XI, 29.
119Bernard, Sermones

-. • t ' • , ,

...

!a Cantica, XLIII, 2.

120Bernard, sermones in Cantica, XI, 7-s. The translation
of Clairvaux, On t h e ~ of Songs, translated and edited by a Religious 0£ c~.H":V. {Lonc!onz I. R.
Mowbray & Co., Ltd., 1952), P• 36.
is taken from Bernard
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By meditating on this Christ, by preaching this Christ to all
men, the darkness of sin and spiritual blindness would be removed, for Christ has illuminated mankind. 121 Christ not only
saved mankind through His total life and work, but Christ also
provided mankind with the daily strength necessary for life.
Cb.1:ist was the great example which all men--including monks-must follow in their quest for salvation. 122 Bernard's Christological thought was perhaps best summarized in these words from
his "De Deligendo Deo 11 :
So it behoves us, if we would have Christ for a frequent guest, to fill o:ur hearts t;ti th fai th.ful meditations on the mercy He showed in dying for us, and
on His mighty power in rising again from the dead.
To this David Lin Psalm 62:11) testi.fied when he
sang, "God spake once, and twice I have also heard
the same; that power belon~eth unto God; and that
Thou, Lord, art merciful. Lsic] And surely there
is proof enough and to spare in that Christ died
for our sins and rose again for our justification,
and ascended into heaven that He might protect us
from on high, and sent the Holy Spirit for our comfort. Hereafter He \till coD"a again .for the consummation of our bliss. ln His Death He displayed His
mercy, in His Resurrection His po\·1er; both combine
to manifest His glory.1~3

An.~, in another place, Bernard . expressed himself precisely:
"Mihi autem absit gloriari, nisi in cruce Domini nostri Jesu
124
Christi, in qua est salus, vita et resurrectio nostra."
121Bernard, Sermones 1!! Cantica, xv, 6.
122Bernard, "De Gradibus Humilitatis," I, 1 and III, 6-?.
123Bernard, "De Diligendo Deo," III, 9. The translation
is from Bernard of Clairvaux,On Lovin~ God and Selections from
Sermons, edited [and translatecIJ by Hugli1:rart'In (London: Sm-"
Press, Ltd., 1959), P• 25.
124Berna.rd, "Contra Capitula Errorum Abaelardi," IX, 24.
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In the Christological thought of Bernard, no extensive
effort was mad.e to understand Chri s t precisely in terms of
"person," "nature," and
e..nd "exaltation."

11

substance," in terms of

11

humiliation 11

In addition, no one theory of atonement was

characteristic of Bernard's soterioloBJ:- , al though the idea
of fr eedom--from death, from the Devil--was e~:pressed frequently.
For Bernard, Christ was not a :person to be studied and analyzed
end synthesized, but a person to be encountered and incorporated
into oneself.

Chris t was the heart and core of salvation, the

iiedeemer, the Mediator, the Reconciler, and the Savior.

With-

out Christ s al vatio:n did not e):.:ist.
Bernard's under~tanding of Christ--Who He iz and what He
does--was never divorced from faith, for it was by faith that
the individual was able to lalo·w Christ and receive Him as Lord
and Savior. Eor Bernard, faith was certainty about Christ. 125
The only faith Bernard knew was faith in Christ alone. 126 And
.
.
12? In this life,
f aith it is which
mus t inf orm conscience.
faith was the .beacon light by which the Christian walked,
although faith was only a shadow of the full light in Christ
which is to co~e. 128 Bernard also wrote that the Christian's
125Ibid., IV t 9.
126Bernard, "De Lauq.ibus Virginis Natris," IV, 2.
127Bernard, "De Precepto et Dispensatione," XIV, 41.
128Bernard, Sermones

!!! Cantica, XXXI, 9-10.
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justification and forgivenes s of sins comes by faith, 129
because the salvation of the Chris tian was the work and gift
of God.l30

Repeating St. Paul's words in Romans 3:28,

Bernard affirmed that God justified man by grace through
faith.l3l

The righteousness of the Christj_an by faith was

the result of the work of Christ.

It has been suggested by

several scholars that Bernard was the great precursor of
Martin Luther in declaring unhesitatingly that righteousness
comes by faith and that righteousness is essentially the forgiveness of sins for Christ's sake. 1 32 The evidence does
warrant the conclusion that salvation belonged to man, as far
as Bernard was concerned, only because man received in faith
that which was given to him by God. 1 33
But faith could not s tand alone in the history of the
12
9Bernard, Sermones in Cantica, XXII, ?: nPer justitiam
deinde, quae ex fide est, solvit funes peccatorum·, gratis
justificans peccatorem." Ibid., XXII, 8: 11 Quamobrem quisquis pro peccatis compunctis esurit et stitit justitiam,
credat in te qui justifica:s impium, et solam justificatus
per fidem, pacem habebi t ad Deum."
l30Bernard, "In Festo Annuntiationis Beatae Mariae
Virginis," I, 1: "remissionem peccatorum habere non possis,
nisi per indulgentiam Dei • • • • 11
l3libid., I, 3: "Sic enim arbitratur Apostolus, gratis
justificari hominem per fidem."
1 32August Wilhelm Dieckhoff, Justin, Augustin, Bernhard
und Luther: Der Entwickelungsgang christlicher Wahrheitserl'assung in der Kirche ais Bewels fttr die Lehre der Reformation (Leipzig: JustusNaumann, IS'S2;,pp. 56-'5'9. and
Theo. Dierks, "The Doctrine of Justification According to
Bernard of Clairvaux, 11 Concordia Theological Monthly,
VIII (October 1937), 74-r;;133cf., Bernard, "De Gratia et Libero Arbitrio,"

XIV, 47-49.
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Christian life.

Faith was the basis for good works, for God

Himself has said that mc1.n cannot pleas e Him without faith
and that what ever i s done without faith is sin. 1 34 Faith
must manifes t itself in works of love, 1 35 for it wa s only by
the works of love that the Christian became known and recognized and his f a ith became visible. 1 36
Thus f ar, Bernar d ' s christologica l and soteriological
thouBht and his comments on f aith and works are quite clear
and precise .

Nevertheless, Bernard distorted the beauty of

hi s thought on the way of s alvation in his consideration of

the rela tionsnip between divine grace and man's free will.
Bernar<'l had said tha t s alvation was the work and gift of God,
accep ted by the individual through fatth, which in turn was
manifested in good work~.

But then--or, at the s ame time--

Bernard wrote, "Consentire enim s a l"ltari est. 111 37
\·1as

Free will

necessary in the wider '\:'Tork of s alvation because it was

the a gent by ~.-1hich man and God were brought together.

If' man

h ad not decided that h e wanted to be saved, he could not have
received the free gift of salvation offered by God through
Christ. 1 38 Bernard also wrote that the difference between a
good or a bad decision of the free will was the result of the
1 34 Bernard, Se.rm.ones in Cantica, LI, 2.
and Romans 14:23.

-

l35Bernard, Sermones

Cf., Hebrews 11:6

!a Cantica, XXIV, 7-8.

136Bernard, Epistolas, CVII, 1. Tbis letter is addressed
to Thomas, Frovo~t of Beverly; it is undated.
l37Bernard, "De Gratis et Libero Arbltrio, 11 I, 2.
138Ibid., I, 1-2.
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working of the grace of God. 1 39

In anothar place, Bernard

wrote that free will has not been i mpaired by the Fall of
Adam into sin. 140 In audition, Bernard maintained that free
will was nut curtailed by the temptations and difficulties
of life, because Christ always pres~rveQ the free will in
those who accepted Him. 141 For Bernard, grace and free will
were not mutually anta gonistic, but complementary:
grace drew those who would be drawn to Him. 14·2

God's

Because he

was s el.'ving God's church willingly, Bernard wrote, he would
r ecei ve glory; thi~ thought, said Bernard, gave him comfort
and respite. 143 Luthe!', howevel.', found it difficult-if not
impossible--to agree with Bernard on the relationship between
grace and free will.
It i s quite difficult to form a synthesis of Bernard's
t houeht on chris tology, soteriology, faith, and works.

For

the mos t part, Bernard expressed himself clearly and even
bri lliantly: Christ wa s his Savior, the God-man Who lived,
worked, and died, and then rose again for him.
of this faith Berna.rd performed good works.

On the basis

But· then Bernard's

thought on the nature of free will rises to the surface and

139~., VI, 16-18.
140Ibid., V'J:II, 24.
141Ibid., IX, 37.

-

142Ibid., IX, 36.
143Bernard, ¥;istolas, CXLIV, 3.
to t he monks at C airvaux ~· 1137.

This letter was written
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obscures the evangelical clarity otherwise prevalent.

Bernard

seems to say that because he has made a free choice to be saved,
he can accept salvation from God in Christ.
Motivation for the Monastic Life:

The Idea of Love

The monastic quest for salvation, for union with God, was
unified and given wholeness in Bernard's thought by love. 144
Love ,,,a s the heart and core of Bernard• s whole unders tanding of
the nature and function of the church. 145 Bernard described
what he meant by love in his famous series of sermons on the
Song of Songs when he described the love-relationship between
the bride and the bridegroom, the soul or the church and Christ:
it was a burning, ardent,rapturous love that knew only the
Beloved and only served Him, 146

Bernard specifically told the

monks that the motivation for obedience within the monastery
was love.

Any obedience or service rendered to the abbot and

the other brothers for any reason but love was counterfeit
obedience and service. 147
144Leclercq

Cf., John Herman Randall, Jr., The
1 p. 2?6.
Ma.kin~ of the Modern Mind: A Survey of the Intellectual Back~roun £I tne Present
(Re~seaeal't:1.on; Boston: Houghton
1ifflin Company, ,·:c.f9
1 PP• 68-69.
14 5yves Congar, "Die Ekk.lesiologie des hl. Bernhard,"
Bernhard von Clairvaux, M6nch und ~stiker: Internationaler
Bernhardkongress, Mainz~ edite by Joseph Lortz (Wiesbaden:
Franz Steiner Ver~ag, 19'55T;'-p. 77.

tfl;

146Bernard

1

Sermones ~ Cantica, VII, 3.

1 4 ?Bernard 1 "De Precepto et Dispensatione," VI, 12.

But I serve him willingly because charity sets me free.
To this willing service I exhort you, deares t brethren.
Serve him with the charity which has no room for fear,
for which nothing is too much, whic~ looks for no reward, and which yet impels as nothing else can. No
feal:' h as the s ame power to spur us on, no reward can so
attract us, no s ense of obli ~~tion can demand so much
of us. Let this be t he bond between us, by this let
me be ever pre s ent to you! ~sp ecially at the houre of
prayer, dearest brother s . 4e
Bernard also indicated why members of the church should
have love for God, why love should be the power for their
lives: ' they owe such love to God because He first loved them
through Christ. 149 In gratitude the Christian, the monk, must
love God.l50

Bernard did not seem to know o:f a love that was

spontaneous.
There was, however, another facet of love which Bernard
expres sed succinctly in his letter to Thomas, Provost of Beverly:
Let no one who loves God have a:ny doubt that God loves
him. The love of God for us precedes our love for him
and it also f ol lows i t . How could he be reluctant to
love us in r eturn for our love when he loved us even
when we did not love him? I say he loved us. As a
pledge of his love you have the Spirit, and you have
a faithful witnes s · to it in Jesus, Jesus .crucified.
A double and irrefutable argument of God's love for us.
Christ died and so deserved our love. The holy Spirit
works u-:oon us and makes us love him. Christ has given
us a re~son for l oving himself, the Spirit lihe p ower
to love him. The one commends his great love to us,
the other gives it. In the one we see the object of
our love, bir. the other we have the power to love.
148Bernard, ~istolas, CXLIII, ;. Thi s letter was written
to the monks at C airvaux ca. 1135. The translation is from
Bruno Scott James, p. 173,adapted by the pres ent writer.
149Bernard, "De Diligendo Deo," I, 1.
150ibid. , II , 2-6 and V., 15 •
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The former provides the occasion for our love, the
latter provides the love itself. How shameful it
would be to look with ungrateful eyes upon the Son
of God dying for usl But this could easily be were
the Spirit lacking. 111..rhe charity of God is poured
forth in our hearts by the Holy Ghost who is given to
us" [Ro..nans 5:5). Loved we l ove in return, and loving
we des erve to be still more lovod.i 5
Thus, man earned the right to be loved by God!

Thust the in-

dwelling of the Holy Spirit proved that God lovesl · Thus, man
was certain that God loved him in so far as he knew 'that the
love of God by :irirtue of the Spirit's working existed in him!
It is with justific~tion that Dieckhoff criticized Bernard's
theology of love as s·emi-pelagian. 1 52
St. Bernard's Eva luation of the 1:lonastic Life
Before this chapter can be concluded, however, it is necessary to notice Bernard 1 s personeJ. evaluation of monasticism,
that life of asceticism, worship and spiritual progres sion,
motivated and empowered by love.

It should be obvious at this

point tha t Bernard apprecia ted monasticism a s ~ Christian
life.

l·lonasticism was the way in which true spirituality could

be fostered; the way in which the things of the world \':ere excluded so that the things of God could be served; the way in
which the individual could rise to meet God.
The Way par excellence.

~onasticism was

I

1 51 Bernard, Epistolas, CVII, 8. The translation is from
Brtmo Scott James, PP• 150-151. Cf., Hernard, Sermones .!a
Cantica, L, 8.
1 52August Wilhelm Dieckhoff, PP• 60, 63.
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Bernard appreciated the efforts of all monastic communities to live the Christian life.

Whether the monks were

Cluniacs or Cistercians was of no great concern for Bernard,
for "Unum opere teneo, caeteros charitate. 111 53 The unity of
the church was so great that the multiplicity of orders was
unimportant, for they all had the same goal and purpose.

The

church held and embraced all who sought God's truth with sincerity:

"Sicut itaque illic multae maniones in una domo; ·ita
hie multi ordines aunt in Ecclesia una • • • • 11154 But Bernard
also indicated quite clearly that monasticism was of far greater value and meaning than any other office or institution within the church.

When the Oistercian Abbot of Tre Fontane near

Rome was elected as Pope Eugenius III, Bernard wrote a letter
to the Roman Curia in which he criticized the Curia for taking
a man awa:y f.rom monastic simplicity and entangling his soul
with the cares of the world and the church at large. 1 55
Perhaps the best expression of Bernard's appreciation
of monasticism was contained in a short letter he wrote to
the parents of Geoffrey of Peronne to console them on the
loss of their son as he entered the monastery:
If God is making your son his own, as we11 · as yours,
so that he ma:y become even richer, even more noble,
even more distinguished and, what is better than all
this, so that from being a sinner he may become a ·
l53Bernard, "Apologia ad Guillelmum Sancti-Theoderici,"
IV, 8.

-

l54Ibid.
155Bernard, Epistolas, CCXXXVII, 1.
written in 1145.

This letter was
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saint, whut do either you or he lose? But; he must
prepare himself for the kingdom which ha.s been prepared for h i m from the beginning of thQ \·;orld. He
must spend the short time ·which r emains of hi s life
on earth with u s in order to sc.z:·ap~ off the filth ,
of S"'cule.r life and sha.ke off the d.u st of the 1.-10.rld,
so as 'to be fit to ent er "the ~-::-!-lvenly n:ansion. If
you love him you will surely .1·~j oica because he is
going to the lt'ather, and such a Father 1 It is true
that h e i s going to God, but you are not losing him,
on the contra ry, through him you are gaining many
s ons . All of us at OlairvatLx or of Clairvaux will
receive him as a brother and you as our pa.rents.
Knowing tha t he is t ender and delicate perhaps you
a re afraiQ for his health under t he harshness of
our life. But this is the sort of fear of which
the Psal m [ 14 : 5'?J speaks when -i t s ays: "Fear unmans
them whP.re t hey have no cause to fear". [sic) Have
comi'ort, do not worry, I shall look after him l:i:lh
a father and he will be to me a son until the Father
of mercles, the God of all consolation, shall receive
him from my hands. Do not be sad about your Geoffrey
or shed any tea.rs on his account, for he is going
quickly to joy and not to sorrow. i will be ,fer him
both a mother and a father, both a brother and a
sister. I will make the crooked path straight for
him and the rough places smooth. I will temper and
arrange all things that his soul may advance and his
body not suffer. He will serve the Lord with joy and
gladness, his son wil1
of the Lord's, for great is
the glory of the Lord. 1 5

bg

Bernard understood and appreciated monasticism as· t h e one path
open to people by which they could walk from death to life,
away from the world and its temptations to God.

In the fellow-

ship of monks, life was joy for God was near.
1 55 Bernard, 1!.'pistolas, ex, 2. This lette:i:· is' undated.
The translation is from Bruno Scott James, PP• 160-161, adapted
by the present writer.

CHAPTER III
l'-1ARTIN LUTHER:
HIS APPRECIATION OF MONASTICISM
The portrayal of Luther's career will demonstrate
it in detail, but let it be s aid at the outset
that Luther must be understood first and foremost
on the basis of his training in the monastery and
his theological study.l
Franz Lau's judgment on the impact of Luther's monastic experience fo~ the Reformation is not so much a startling
revelation of fact as it is the expression of a truth which
is easily fo~gotten.

For nearly twenty years of his life, .
from July 17, 1505, until October 9, 1524, 2 Luther was an
Augustinian Eremite.

As a ~onk Luther studied theology,

became a profess or of theology, and was granted the degree
of Doctor of Theology.

Seven years before he voluntarily

left monasticism, Luther nailed the Ninety-five Theses on
the church door at Wi·litenberg.

Luther, the Augustinian

Eremite, traveled to Augsburg, Leipzig, and Worms to aebate
and confess the theology of the ~merging Reformation.

A

study of Luther's theology cannot ovarlook Luthar's monastic
experience, for it is within the framework of monasticism that
the seed of reform was planted, grew, B.ild began to produce fruit.
1 Franz Laµ, Luther, translated by Robert H. Fischer
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, o.1963), P• 31.
2 Georg Buchwald, Luther-Kalendarium (Leipzig: r1. Heinsius
Nachfolger Eger & Sievers, 1929) 1 p. 1·; Karl Benrath, Luther

im Kloster, 15Q2-~: Zum Verstandnis und zur Abwehr (Halle
Koiiim!sionsverlag von Rudolf Haupt-;-1905), P• 88.

a.'

a. s.:
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Luther's monastic experience as the background for Luther's
own concepts about monastic 1i£e will constitute the scope of
the present chapter.

lt should be obvious at the end of this

chapter that Luther quite clearly rejec·ted monasticism while
paradoxically admitting the possibility of a God-pleasing

L~ Luther's treatment

monastic l i fe.

0£

monasticism, it will

also be noticed that St. Bernard of Olairvaux was referred to
again and again.

On the basis of the presentation of Bernard's

life and thought on monasticism in the pnevious : chapter, it
should be ~ossible to draw some conclusions in the succeedi ng
chapter about Luther's appreciation. of Bernard with special
·reference to the concept of monasticism and its institutional
form.
Luther' s Monastic Experience
Martin Luther presented himself at the gates of the
Augustinian Eremite monastery in Erfurt on July 17, 1505.3
Luther's decision to enter the monastery seems to have been
a sudden one.

Only six months earlier, on the Feast of the

Epiphany, Luther had been granted the degree of Master of

Arts4 by the faculty of Arts at the University in Erfurt.
Luther's academic life had been centered in the study of
"philosophy" (logic, dialeotic, law, gr8IDJl1ar 1 rhetoric, met~pbysies, natural science, and ethics), under the direction of

3Buchwald, P• 1.
4 Benrath, P• 21.
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a faculty strongly influenced by the Renaissance Humanism of
Italy.5

Consequently, Luther's decision to enter the monastery

of Augustinian Eremites at Erfu.rt surprised his :t'riends and
associates.
Scholars have not been able to determine precisely what
caused Luther to forsake the study of the free arts and enter
the monastery.

A number of causes have been suggested--the

plague and subsequent death of some of his classmates at
Erfurt, 6 a serious knif~.~wound which Luther accidentally inflicted upon himself,? and the frightful experience of being
hurled to the ground by a bolt of lightning near Stotterheim.8 -but no one is able to indicate the precise cause for Luther's
decision.

It is recognized, however., that Luther•s decision

was quickly reached, probably because Luther himself felt that
he had received a terrifying call from heaven.9 For the medieval man, the heavenly call could only be obeyed COJ!lpletely
in the monastic setting. 10
5Ibid., PP• 19-21..
6 Ibid., PP• 24-25.
7otto Scheel, Martin Lutheri Vom Katholizismus· zur Reformation (T6.bingen: Verlag von J. o.T. Mohr [Paul sleoic1J;'1:9'21),

I ,, 24$-248.

.,...

Saobert Herndon Fife, The Revolt of Martin Luther (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1957)TPP• 73-?4.
9scheel,. I, 244, 250. er •• Schwiebert. Luther and~
Tim.esa The Reformation from a New Perspective (st. Louisa
Ooncord.IilPubliSb.lng House, C.!'J50) • p.
10aoland H. Bain.ton,
I Stand& A 1i§e !l!, Hartin Luth,r
(New York: Abing~on Press, c. 9~0), PP• 3'2- •

m.

t
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llear Stotterheim on July 2, 1505, Luther had vowed in

the name

o:f

Ste. Ann that he would become a monk. 11

During

the next two weeks, before he entered the monastery at Erfurt
on July

17, Luther put his affairs in order

monastery he would join.

and selected the

In Erfurt, he had a wide choiae;

at the end of the fifteenth century Erfurt was the location
for twenty-two cloisters and monastic houses. 12 Luther decided
to join the Order of Augustinian Eremites, the observant branch
of the Ay5u·s tinian Order :rounded in 12.55 • 1 3
When Luther chose to join the Aggustinian Eremites, he
chose to take the monastic life very seriously.

The Eremites

diligently observed the monastic life 1 because the -observance
of° bo·th the letter and the spirit was their goal • 14·' But of
greater significance for Luther's later life was the emphasis
which the Augustinian Eremites placed on the study of the

11Benrath, PP• 25-26.
12Th[eodor von] Kolde, Das relili6se Leben in Erfurt
beim Ausgm.afe des Hittelalters: Eineitra~ zur Vor~schichte
o:er-Reforma lo~Halle: Vereln ~Reforma ionsgesc chte,

!'a9'6), p. :;.

l3see the editor's critical comments on the histor;y and
purpose of the Aue,us"binian Eremites in Martin Luther, Letters.,I,
edited and translated by Gottfried G. Krodel, in Luther's Works,
edited by Jaroslav Pelikan and Helmut T. Lehmann (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, c.1963), XLVIII, 6, n. 3• Hereafter, this
translation of Luther's letters will be cited as American
Edition, XLVIII. In addition• Benrath, PP• 10-17, presents
a suco!nct histo17 of the Augustinian Eremites.
14Al:phons Victor Miiller, "Der Augustiner-Observantiamus
und die Xritilt und Ps;rchologie Luth6rs," Archiv !I£ Reformationsgeschichte, XVIII (1921)• 34.
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Church Fathers and the Holy Scriptures. 1 5

In short, the

Augustinian Eremites exemplified a whole and perfected
Catholicism, not a rotting and decayed Catholicism.

In

this setting, the Lutheran Reformation took seed and grew.
One year after his entrance into the monastery, Luther
took the vows of obedience, poverty, and chastity. 16 In the
following year, on April 3, 1507, Luther was ordained as a
priest, and on May 2 he consecrated the Eucharistic elements
for the first time. 1 7
It was not until 1510, however, that Luther rose to prominence among the Eremites; at that time he was selected to
accompany Anton Kresz on a journey to Rome.

The purpose of

this trip was to appeal the decision to merge the observant
and conventual branches of the Augustinian ·o rder in Germany. 18
Luther spent about one month in the Eternal City, from the
end of December 1510 until the end of January 1511. 1 9 There

15Lau, PP• 28-31.
16Benrath, p. 36.

l7Buchwald, P• 1.
18Luther and Kresz went to Rome in behalf of the Eremite
houses which did not .want to merge with the conventual (or
lax) branch of the Order in Germany. It should be noted
that John von Staupitz, the Vicar of the German Eremites,
supported the proposed merger; ~hus, Luther stood in opposition to Staupitz on this matter. The purposes and results
of the trip to Rome have been adequately studied in Bernath,
PP• 55ff.J Schwiebert, PP• 180ff.; and Alphons Victor Mfiller,
"Der Augustiner-Observantismus und die Kritik und Psychologie
Luthers," ·A.rchiv ~ Reformationsgeschichte, XVIII, 6ff •

. 19Buchwald 1 pp. 1-2.

Cf., Schwiebert, PP• 183, 192.
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can be no doubt t hat Luther saw a corrupt Rome, tce~ing with
poverty ana. scanclal, 20 1'Ju.t i t is d.ifficul t to deter.mine
L11.the1:- ' s i TJlJ)led i a.te: reaction to conditions in Rome in 1510-1511.
In Benr a t h ' s judgment, Lu.ther• s appreciation and understanding

of the Church was heie;htenE-)d , in s p ite of what be sm·1, by his
visit. 21
The appea l of the Er:emites was denied in Rome, and Luther
and Kresz returned to Erfurt, arri ving in that city in the
l ate sprlng or early sumr!ler of 1511.

In that same summer,

Luther left Erfurt to be§iD. his career as
at the Untverstt y in Wittenberg . 22

&

teacher of theology

In \.Ji ttE:mr;erG, Luther combinr:d the r·oles of' student--

enrning the coveted Doctor of Theology degree on Cctober 19,
1512 2 3 -~·l. ~ctl,r ~r, and monastic offlcial.

Shortly after Luther

arrived, he was made the sub-prior of the ErelI'ite :monastery
:tn Wittenberg with special :r:·esponsibility for the novitiate

prog~am. 24

Several years later, in 1515, Luther was elected

for a three-year term to the position of District Vicar for
the Eremites in Ce.utre.l Germany, with primary responsibility

for the tell'yoral and spiritu~l welfare of ten Eremite houses. 25
20

Schwiebert, PP• 186, 191.

21

Benrath, pp. 5?-58.

22r.ch1.·1iebert, p. 192.
2 3Buchwald, p. 2.

2~enrath, p. 60; Schwiebert, P• 195.
25Ben.rath, P• 60. Examples of Luther' s activity as District
Vicar can be found among his lettei:·s. In a letter to John Lang,
addressed from Langensalza on May 29, 1516, Luther gave Lang
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Luther was fully involved in the life and work of the
Augustinian Eremites.

F·rom 1518 , however, until 1524 when

he left the monastery, Luther becrune increasingly involved
in the reformatory movement.

There is noth ing to indicate

that Luther's mona stic eXJ)erience left anything to ·be desired in terms of attitude or activity.

On the surface,

.Martin Luther was a good--if not excellent--monk.
Nevertheless, Luther's monastic experience was anything
but tranquil.

Luther entered the monas·t ery a.t Erfurt as a

loyal s on of the ~edieval church, but he left the monastery
at \·iittenberg as the Reformer.

Luther's monastic experience

culminated in a traumatic crisis.
·I 1he crisis was inherent in the medieval theological

foundations of monasticism.
Now man is again assured tha t he can render satisfaction to God by special good works, such as f a sting ,
prayers, alms, pilgrimages, various ecclesiastical
services, and mainly by means of the powerful s a crifice of monasticism. It was but logical when one
ascribed the mightiest expiatory effect to the greatest sacrifice, the entry i~to a cloister, and declared
that a monk, after the performance of his vows, was as
pure and innocent as a newly baptized child.26

instructions on the best method of keeping records of expenditures for the maintenance of guest rooms at the Erfurt
monastery: Martin Luther, D. Martin Luthers Herke: Briefwechsel, edited by, G. Bebermeyer (Weimar: Hermann B8hlaus
Nachfolger, 1930), I, 41-42. Eereaf'ter, this volume will
be cited as WAB, I, followed by page and line numbers where
applicable. In another letter, written from Wittenberg on
September 25, 1516, to Michael Dressel, Prior of the Monastery at Neustadt, Luther deposed Dressel because the other
brothers could not work with Dressel; Luther also gave
instructions in this letter for the election of a new prior;
~ ' I, 57-59.
26Heinrich Bornkamm, Luther's World of Thought,
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Monastic life was thought of as a work of atonement and expiation for sin; it was the ultimate human sacrifice by which
sin is removed and the individual becomes acceptable before
God.

The effect of monasticism is the effect of baptism, holy

purity.

It was even asserted in some parts of the medieval

church that monasticism was more effective than the first
baptism. 2 7 Monasticism for the medieval church was regarded
as the sure avenue to · God.
Luther accepted monasticism in 1505 in such terms.

He

earnestly attempted to complete the quest of monasticism in
his own life: he was striving for holiness, purity, and peace
with God. 28 Later, in 1533, Luther frankly admitted that he
honestly and diligently attempted to be an exemplary monk:
"If there wa.s ever a monk who got to heaven by monkery, it was
I--as all those who knew me in the monastery will testify. 1129

translated by Martin H. Bertram (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c.1958), pp. 162-163.
2 7Robert Herndon Fi.fe, Young Luther: The Intellectual
and Religious Develogment of Martin Luther t o ~ (New
York: The Macmillan omp8.DY, 1928), PP• 89-~.
28Bainton, p. 45. Cf., John c. Mattes, "Luther's
Fundamental Experience: The Significance of His Valuation
of the Human Soul .for the Present Gon.flicts with Totalitarianism,n Lutheran Church Quarterly, X (October 1937),
422-423.
29Martin Luther, "Kleine Antwort auf Herzog Georgen
nl.chstes Bu.ch," D. Martin Luthers \./e:rke, edited by Karl
Drescher (Weimar: Hermann B8hlaus Nachfolger, 1912), XXXVIII,
143, 26-28. Hereaf'ter, this work will be cited as Luther,
"Kleine Antwort au.f Herzog Geo:rgen nl.chstes Buch, 1533,"
WA, XXXVIII, follo1ved by page and line numbers, as illustrated in the preceding citation.
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But the monastic quest did not give Luther any peaee.
It is difficult to indicate when Luther began to realize
the full extent of the nrisis facing him in monasticism.

Per-

haps his recoenition cf the crisis began at his first Mass on
May 2, 1507, when his father bitterly said, "Gott gebe, dass

das Geltibde nicht ein Vertrug und teuflich GeRpenst sei!"30
Perhaps Hans Luther's words caused Martin to see for the first
time the abyss between t~e ideal of monasticism and his own
accomplishment of that ideal; his intentions and his results
die not coincide.31

monasticism.

This tension did not confine itself to

The crisis in Luther's life began to include

christology, grnce end free will, and the essential but arbitrary righteousness of God.3 2

Eventually, the conflict became

so comprehensive that it can be described in these words:
for Luther Justitia was the problem, not to be
softened by putting alongside it other ideas, such
as the mercy (misercordia) or the goodness (bonitas)
of God. Luther did not need to be told that all
medieval theologians had a doctrine of Grace and of Justification. The illumination ce.me when, through
this very conception "Justice", [sic] there burst the
saving intervention of a merciful God, displ~ed in
Jesus Christ and freely bestowed on sinners.
But in the midst of the crisis, Luther's despair was total:
"Denn ich kandte Christum nicht mehr denn als einen gestrengen
30Benrath, p. 44.
31schwiebert, PP• 152-153.

32Gerhard Ritter, Luther: His Life and Work, translated
by John Riches (New York: Harpe~ Row, c":'!9~ PP• 28-30.
33[ErnestJ Gordon Rupp, Luther's Progress to the Diet
.2f Worms, 1521 (Chicago: Wilcox & Follett Co. , I9'5!')"'; p;-;5.

6?
richter~ f ftr dem ich fliehen wolt und doch nicht entfliehen
kundte . .. 34
In the bottomless depths of despair , Luther cried out for
heli:- and the monastic
br0therh1Jod atte111pted ·to meet bis need
.-,,,
··:,

as much

8.3

p oss ibl e .

John von ,Staur>itz, the Vicar of the

German Eremites, attempted to direct Luther's attention to
the wounds 1::'l.n tl bloocl of Chri::;t as

assurance.35

3.

source of comf'ort and

Even at the beginning of the crisis ~n Erfurt,

Luther's a:ttention h ad been directed by an old priest to another
comforter of monks, St . Bernard of Clairvaux.36 Luther tri ed
to lose himself in meditation on the passion and death of Christ,
as Bernard ha.d done, but he was not able to obtain peace.3?
Nevertheless, Bernard did ma.ke a deep impression on him, particularly in bis understanding of the nature of justifying
faith. 38 Bernard seemed to be a flickering c&.ZJ.dle in the
terror of darkness.
Although Luther's struggle was lightened sombwhat by

those wb.o comforted, strengthened., and directed him to sources
of comi'ort, Luther later recalled that his monastic life was
always haunted by his father's words of rebuke.

In a letter

34 Luther, "Kleine .Antwort auf Herzog Georgen nllchstes
Buch, 1533," !{A, DCCVIII, 148, 11-12.

35Benrath, p. 49.
36 sehwiebert, p. l?O.

C£., Benrath, PP• 29-3~.
37Philip s. l/ataon, Let God be God! An Inter!!retation £!
" the Theo logy of r1artin Lutne:t'--cPhITaai!phia: Muhlenberg Press t
c.1947), P• 19.
38schw1ebert, p. l?l.
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to 1"1elanchthon, d a ted Septembei~ 9 , 1 521, frcm t h e ~!a rtburg,

Luther wrote,
I ren1e mber when I 11ade my v ow, my e6.rthl;y father
wa s terribly ane,ry with this; ~fter he was reconciled t o the i dea , I had to lis t en to the f ollowi n g :
Let' s hop e t ha t this was not a delusion from Satan.
This 1.-:or d t ook such d.eep r oot in rr,y heart t hat I
have never heard anything from his mouth which I
remembered mo re pers i s t ently. It s eemed ~o me as
if God h ad spoken to me from afar, through my fathe r's
mou th--it w~ § 1ate, yet i't 1-.·e.s enough to punis h an.d
aclmonish me • .:;,9
It is not surprising, the ref ore, that Luther pref'aced his

major t:i:•ea tise on -t.he vows of mone.sticism with a letter to
his father. 40

In this open letter, Luther recounted his

father' s r emar ks and tbe anxiety his father 's words caused
him.
Luther was a good monk, but a monk who was deeply troubled
and di~tur.bed because the goals of monasticism were not accomplished in h is life .

Out of t h is envir orr:~ent, Lu t h er emerged

to pen his jud[.,ment on filonastici8m and its vows .

Although

Luther' a j u dgmtm ·i; ,,,as f a r f rom irenic, he ;·ms still able to

look up on St. Bernard of Claf ±vaux with appreciation and he
asserted the possibility of a God-pleasing monastic life • .
39Hartin Luther, n. I1artin Luthers Werke: Briefwechsel,
edited by Otto Clemen tweimar: Herme.nn B8hlaus Rachfclger, 1931),
I I, 385, 96-101. Hereafter, this volume of Luther's letters
will be ci~ed as WAB, II, followed by page and line numbers
(as illusti'ated in the previous sentence):. The translation is
from the ~\merican Edition, XLVIII, 301.
LI-0!1a'!:'tin Luther, "De Votis I1onasticis Martini Lutheri
Iudicium.," D. I-lartin Luthars ~/erke , edited b:7 Gustav Kawerau
and Hicoi.aus I-ffl!ler (Weimar: Hermann B6hlau, 1389), ~mI, 5?3576. Hereafter this work will be cited as Luther, "De Votis,"
}i.!, VIII, f'ollowed by page and line numbers.
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Luther's Thought on the Monastic Life
Until 152lt Luther had not thoroughly considered the
problem of clerical celibacy in particular and the monastic
life in general.

Luther did not believe in clerical celibacy

by 1521, but he maintained that Christian liberty should be
exercised with regard to this problem. 41 Nevertheless, while
Luther was residing in the Wartburg, the question of monastic
vows and clerical celibacy was asked and demanded an answer.
I '!(_."

The issue was dramatically raised by the publication of
Carlstadt's theses on the monastic vows, Super Coelibatu
Monachatu et Vidvitate; which Luther was acquainted with by
July of 1521. 42 In his theses, Carlstadt argued that a priest
must be married and that a priest also must have a family;
unless a priest is a husband and father, he is unfit for the
priesthood. 4 3

Luther received a copy of Carlstadt's theses

at the beginning of August 1521.

He penned his re~ction to

Carlst~dt's efforts in a letter to Melanchthon, dated August 3,
41 Schwiebert, p. 524.
42The editors' introduction to Martin Luther, "Iudicium
Martini Lutheri de Votis," D. l1artin Luthers Werke, edited by
Gustav Kawerau and Nicolaus Miiller (Weimar: Hermann B6hlau,
1889), VIII, 315-316. The "Iudicium Martini Luther! de Votis"
is actually composed of two sets of theses. The first set of
theses is entitled "Episcopis et Diaconis Eccl~f._j,.ae Vuittembergensis de voto religionmm disputantibus Martin.us Lutherus
servus haec mittit," and the second set is entitled 11 An liceat
perpetuum vovere votum.n Following the accepted usage, these
two sets of theses will be cited as Luther, "Themata de Votis,"
~ ' VIII; followed by page and line numbers.
4 3The

editors' introduction to Luther, "Themata de Votis,"

l'l!, VIII, 315.
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1521.

In this letter, Luther indicated that he appreciated

Carlstadt's effort and diligence, but that Carlstadt's exegesis
of the Scriptural passages involved (Leviticus 16:21 and 20:2;
1 Timothy 5:3ff.) left much to be desired. 44 In the same
letter Luther wrote:

·ram

absolutely certain t hat there is quite an easy
solution to all these problems, even though we don't
us yet see \·That it is. :n·or if Christ were here, I
do not cloubt that he would dissolve these chains and
\·1ould annul all vows. He would not allow anyone to
be oppressed by an unbearable or involuntary burden,
since he is Savior and Bishop of all souls. Therefore it almost seems to me that at this point one has
to use the freedom of the Spirit and has to break
through whatever is in the way of the salvation of
souls. For Christ has not yet made known by any oracle,
sign, or witness that he is pleased with this vowing
busine ss . It might be quite de.ngerous to follow something of whicp. it is not at all certain Chr~ t . approves,
especially since we see that so m~u;y souls perish unavoidably and a gainst their will.~~
Although Luther was critical of Carlstadt's resolution

of the problem of monastic vows, he simply did not know how
to resolve the problem of monastic vows as late as August 5, ·
1521. 46 During the remainder of August and early September

1521, correspondence bet.ween the Wartburg and Wittenberg frequently included discussions of the problem.

The problem

could be rather simply stated--under the freedom of tpe Gospel,
what is the status and validity of the person who has bound

the

44wAB, II, 373-374, 5-23.

This letter was written from

\.Iartourg.

4 5wAB, II, 375, 5?-67. The translation is from the
American1'!ciition, llVIII, 286. This letter was written :from
the Wartburg.
46wAB, II, 380, 36-3?. Thia letter. was written to George
'.:.
.Gpalatinfrom the 'Wartburg on August 5, 1521.
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himself irrevocably by vowing holy orders?--but resolving
the problem required a great deal of thought and prayer.
Melanchthon suggested one resolution of the problem in
a letter to Luther.

Melancbthon's solution was the rejection

of monastic vows on the principle that it was practically impossible to keep and perform the vows.

In a letter to Melanch-

thon, dated September 9, 1521, Luther rejected this solution, .
because Melanchthon's principle also justified the rejection
of God's holy commandments. 4 7 Luther did not consider the
results of the vows as a valid criterion for their rejection.
The problem of keeping or rejecting the monastic vow centered
ultimately in the concept of the vow itself. 48

The vow must

be rejected--if it is to be rejected at all--on

~

uriori,

not~ posteriori, grounds, said Luther. '
During August and early September of 1521, Luther was begi nning to formulate some thoughts on the problem or the vows.
On September 9, 1521, Luther sent one set of theses on monastic
vows to Melanchthon, 4 9 and he promised to send Nicholas von
Amsdorf another set of theses.5°

By October 8, 1521, both

4 7wAB, II, 383, 14-23. This letter was written from
the Wartburg. Luther summarized Melanchthon•s solution in
this letter.
4 8wAB, II, 383, 42-45.
4 9The editors·• introduction to Luther, "Themata de
Votis," WA, VIII, 317. This is the first set of theses,
"Episcopii et Diaconis Ecclesiae Vuitte~bergensis de ·voto
religionum disputantibua Martinus Lutherus servus haoc
mittit. 11 C£., ~ ' II, 385, 110-114.
50The editors' introduction to Luther, "Themata de
Votis," WA, VIII, 317. This is the second set of theses,
"An liceat perpetuum vovere votum." Cf., ~ ' II, 390, 4-12.
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s ets of t heses were printed and in circulation.51

Luther's

associates in Witt enberg , Nelanchthon and Bugenhagen, wE:re of
t~e opinion t hat Luther ' s t hes es would result in the liberation of a ll monks from the un5odly vows.5 2
Luthor 1 s t heses on the monastic vows , however, were not
his .fin al nnm·! Or.

In a J.e·liter to George Spa.la.tin, dated

November 11, 1521, from the Wartburg , Luther iniicated that
he had prep ared a little boolc or t reatise which V!OUld thor-

oughly consider the monastic vows and free young people from
the bell of celibacy.53

On November 21, 1521, Luther's de-

finitive s tatement o~ monastic vows, "De Votis , " was ready
for publication.54

Because of s everal delays, however,

11

De

Votis , 11 ,:as 11.ot .publ i s hed until Jan11ary ·of 1522.55

Luth.er apparently gave bis final resolution t o the prob-

lem of monc1stic vows in "De Votis."

Although he had occasion

to reconsider his resolution of the monastic problem in later
years, he 1·:ould ref er hi s readers to what he had already

\·1 ritten in "De Votis."

I n a work addressed to Leonhard Koppe ,

who had been instrumental in effecting the escape of twelve
1
" The editors" introduction to Luther , "Themata de Votis,"
.liA' VIII , 317 • Cr •• Schwiebert, p . 525.
~2
:> The editors• introduction to Luther, "Themata de Votis,"

Jt!, VIII, 317.

53wAB, II, 403 , 44-48.

54 Schwiebert ,

P•

525.

55The editors ' introduction to Luther, "De Votis,"
VIII, 565-.566.

YA,
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nuns from the Cistercian convent at Nim.bschen bei Grimm.a on
April 4, 1523, Luther stated that the evangelical basis for
the rejection of monastic vows had already been presented in
his little book on the subject.56 As far as Luther was concerned, "De Votis 11 was his answer to the problem of monastic
vows.

/.,.-

This conclusion is further validated by Luther's answer

to the request of Graf Wilhelm VI of Henneberg for a clarification of the Biblical basis for monastic vows,

In Luther's

answer, written in 1526, he specifically referred Graf Wilhelm
to his little book on monastic vows.57

"De Votis" is Luther's

only major treatise dealing specifically with monasticism and
its vows.
"De Votis" will therefore supply the form and content of
the following presentation.
four parts:

The material will be divided into

Luther's understanding of monastic vows and his

judgment upon them; his understanding of monasticism in relationship to the will of God; the relationship between monasticism and the way of salvation; and Luther's personal evaluation
of monasticism.

This presentation of Luther's thought on

"56Martin Luther, "Ursach und Antwort, dass Jung£rauen
Inijster g6ttlich verlassen m6gen," ~. Martin Luthers Werk~ ,.
edited by Paul Pietsch (Weimar: Hermann B8hlaus Nachf'olger,
1900), XI, 396, 5-?· Hereafter, this work will be cited as
Luther, "Ursaoh und Antwort, 1523," WA, XI, :followed by p~e
and line numbers ( as illustrated in tne previous sentence) •.

57Martin Luther, "Antwort auf etliche Fragen, ~ostergelilbde belangend," D. Martin Luthers Yerke, edited by Paul
Pietsch (Weimar: Hermann B8hiaus Nachfolger, 1897), XIX, 287•
5-6. Hereafter, this work will be cited as Luther, "Antwort
auf etliche Fragen, 1526," 'WA, XIX, followed by page and line
numbers (as illustrated in the previous sentence)!
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monasticism is not an end in itself, but rather a means of
understanding Luther' e apprecia·tion of St. Bernard of Clairvaux,
whose writ,ings seemod to help Luther in the abyss of theological crisis.
The :nonastic Vows:

Their Meaning and Implications

"Orone quod non est ex fide, peccatum est"--with these
words Luther began his first set of theses on the monastic
vows.58 This first thesis is Luther's archimedean point in
his evaluat;ion and study of the monastic vows of obedience,

poverty, and perpetual chastity.

On the basis of his study

of these vows, Luther was of the opinion that he could evaluate monasticism as a whole.
.rhe vow of obedience engaged Luther's attention because

1

Luther realized that two kinds of obedience
fused with each other.
kind of obedience.59

'l"1e.:fre

being con-

There is both a spiritual and a physical
In spiritual obedience, Christians prom-

ise to be subject to one another in love; this is the kind of
obedience which is vowed at Holy Baptism--

?bysical obedience,

however, completely contradicts spiritual obedience because

it obliterates spiritual obedience.

In other words, said

Luther, obedience must be motivated by love, not by legal
force. 60 In Holy Baptism, Christians have freely vowed obedience to one another as members .of the communion of sa.ints. 61

58Luther, "Themata de Votis," }!.!, VIII, 323, 6.
59Luther, "De Votis, 11 '}1!, VIII, 645 , 15-18.
60Luther, ·"Themata de Votis," ~, VIII, 328, 16.
61Luther, "De Voois, 11 }!!, VIII, 645, 15-16.
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For Luther, no further obedience, not even monastic obedience,
needs to be vowed.
The practical effect of the monastic vow of obedience
was that it erected a wall of separation between the clergy
and the laity.

Luther said that this wall was erected because

the monks interpreted their vow of obedience as something that
freed them from obedience and service to fellow Christians. 62
The monks had forgotten St. Bernard of Clairvaux, who said
that the monastic vow of obedience was only applicable to that
which was set forth in the monastic Rule. 6 3 The vow of obedience does not free the monks from ordinary Christian obedience.
Nevertheless, monks have insisted that their vow of obedience
separates them from other Christians.
Monks have also maintained that the vow of obedience binds
them for life:

they cannot leave the monastery for another

monastery; they cannot return to secular life; they cannot
change positions within the organized church.

Nevertheless,

monks have become bishops, cardinals, and even popes.

If the

vow of obedience was an "essential vow," how could the vow
be dispensed with so that a monk could leave the monastery
and become a bishop or secular cleric?64

Even St. Bernard

of Clairvaux failed to perform his vow of obedience according
to the rigid interpretation of this vow, because he left the
62Ibid., VIII, 586, 14-15.

6 3Ibid., VIII, 586, 15-19. Cf., Luther, "Kleine Antwort
auf Herzog Georgen nH.chstes Buch, 1533," WA, XXXVIII, 161, 30-34.
64Luther, "De Votis," 1!!, VIII, 647, 2?-30.
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monastery to travel throughout Europe while he was a monk.
And yet, said Luther, Bernard did not sin because he lived
according to the spirit of the vow of obedience. 6 5 Bernard
never left the monastic life for another office.

Luther,

thus, condemned monks who left the monastery to become bishops.
By becoming bishops, such monks actually abandoned the true
task of the bishop, the preaching of God's Word.

Luther

asserted that everyone knew that the best preachers and teachers
of God's Word were monks such as St. Bernard of Clairvaux. 66
On the basis of the monastic vow of obedience, Luther
maintained that the monks excused themselves from the wider,
spiritual obedience vowed in Holy Baptism.

By . vowing obedience

according to a monastic Rule and to an abbot, the monks thought
that they were freed from obedience to other Christians.

On

this basis, the monastic vow of obedience must be rejected.
In effect, the monastic vow of obedience is blasphemy because
it implies that Holy Baptism is not sufficient •
.---, Luther's attack on the vow of poverty followed the same
format as his attack on the vow of obedience.

All Christians

have vowed spiritual poverty in Holy Baptism. 6 7

To assert

that some other poverty in addition to spiritual poverty was
necessary is blasphemy.

B~sides, the monks have simply used

the vow of poverty to increase their collective wealth; while
6 5Ibid., VIII, 641, 14-1?.
66 Ibid., VIII, 648, 25-28.
6 7Ibid., VIII, 641, 27-29, and 642, 4-8.
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they may not possess anything inc:iliw.icb1ally, nothing has
stopped monasteries from collecting gifts and rents.

The

result has been that the monks have ingeniously exempted
themselves from their own vows. 68
The only kind of God-pleasing poverty was the poverty
exemplified by the early Christians in Jerusalem.

Those

Christians held everything in common for the benefit of the
whole Christian brotherhood.

The Jerusalem Christians were

spiritually poor, but they had an abundance of goods; God
was delighted. 69
Luther also criticized the "essential

11

nature of the vow

of poverty because it could be dispensed with when a monk became a bishop or another church prelate.

If the vow could be

dispensed with, why should it be called "essential"?70

The

vow of poverty was a vow of the devil which has kept Christians
from loving and serving one another; consequently, said Luther,
the vow of poverty has resulted in the rejection of God's
holy will.71
The third vow of monasticism, the vow of perpetual chastity, received much more attention from Luther's ~en than the
other two vows.

In the history of the vows of obedience and

68Luther, "Kleine Antwort auf Herzog Georgen nij,chstes
Buch, 1533," ~' XXXVIII, 162, 3?-40, and 163, 1-10.
6 9cr., Acts 2:44 and 4:32. Luther, "De Votis," WA, VIII,
642, 19-37.

70lbid., VIII, 643, 12-24.
7libid., VIII, 645, 5-8.
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poverty, the monks had been able to re-define the nature of
monastic obedience and poverty, diatinBuishing them from
spiritual obedience and pover~.

~iith regard to the vow of

chastity, however, Luther said that the monks did not redefine or re-interpret the nature of the vow; as a result,
monks have found themselves bound in a stru_e ;gle with their
own flesh.7 2
By implication the vow of' chastity or celibacy has labeled
marriage and the marriage bed unclean and unchaste, thus
denying the goodness of God's creation.73

The monks have

maintained that being cel~bate was more meritorious than
being married, but neither Christ nor St. Paul provide support for this view.74 There is no inherent merit in remaining
celibate, because the Kingdom of Heaven will not be awarded
on the basis of celibacy.75

As a matter of fact, said Luther,

the only paradise possible for people before they die is
marriage.76
Whether to marry or not to marry is essentially a free
thing, something that God has not legislated for His people.77
72Ibid., VIII, 649-651.
?3Luther, "Kleine Antwort auf Herzog Georgen niichstes
Buch, 1533," WA, XXXVIII, 162, 10-36. Cf., 1 Thessalonians
4:3-5 and Hebrews 13:4.
I,

?4 Luther, "De Votis,"

.hf!, VIII, 585, 12-23 •

75Ibid., VIII, 652, 32-40, and 653, 1-24.
76 wAB, II, 397, 47-58. This letter was addressed to
Nichola~erbel from the Wartburg on November 1~ 1521.
??Luther, "De Votis, 11 1-l!, VIII, 583, 30-34.
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There is nothing in Scripture which makes the vm·r of celibacy
obligatory.

Nothing has been promised in Scripture to those

who live the celibate life.
Luther maintained that the vow of celibacy has been so
disastrous for Christians because it has obliterated the vow
of Holy Baptism:

in Holy Baptism people vow what God graci-

ously gives them, but in the vow of celibacy people vow what
God has not given them.?9 Human frailty, said Luther, is so
great that it is perilous to vow celibacy when God has not
blessed the flesh with the ability to live the celibate life. 80
Even though monasticism attempted to exclude those incapable
of living the celibate life by its year of probabion for all
new aspirants, som~ who did not have the gift of celibacy became monks. 81 God must give the gift of celibacy; otherwise,
the celibate life and the vow of celibacy is a travesty of the
Christian life begun in Holy Baptism.
Nevertheless, celibacy could be a reality in the lives of
some people.

Three kinds of people could be celibate, said

Luther according to Mattes: the physically impotent, those
who had been emasculated, and those who were physically normal
?9Luther, "De Votis," 1'{!, VIII, 659, 30-37.
80Nartin Luther, "An den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation
von des christlichen Standes Besserung," D. Martin Luthers Werke,
edited by J. F. Knaake (Weimar: Hermann B'!hlau, 1888), VI, 441,
31-3t:. Hereafter, this work will be cited as Luther, "An den
christlichen Adel, 1520," WA, VI, followed by page and line
numbers (as illustrated in~he preceding citation).
81Luther, "De Votis," l{!, VIII, 660 24-40 and 661, 1-9.
1
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but endowed with the gift of. continence. 82 For the physically
normal person--unless God Himself granted the gift of continence--the vow of celibacy could not be vowed without detriment to his soul's salvatioIJ.. 8 3 Moreover, Luther held that
the celibate life could be a reality in the life of a Christian
and that it had certain advantages over married life.

Luther

stated:
The Gospel teaches us to sit in the lowest place and
to respect one another as superior [Luke 14:10 and
Philippians 2:3]. Consequently, virginity must be
held and taught so that it is served under no le.w,
no necessity, no hope of wages, but with a free and
willing mind, so that in grace a virgin may thus
think of the example: Although I may be able to
marry, nevertheless it is pleasing to remain a virgin1 not because of com.mandrr.ents, not because of
decrees, not because of its preciousness and greatness above other virtues, but because it has been
given to me to live this wa:y, just as it has been
given to other~ to marry or to be farmers. For I
do not want the vexations of the married estate; I
want to be free from cares and keep myself for God.
Behold, this is being a virgin in Christian simplicity which glories not in itself but in Christ.84
God gives the gift of celibacy.
gift.

No one must ever seize the

And no one can claim any special merit because he lives

the celibate life.
Because celibacy has not been commanded by God in the
Scriptures,, said Luther, the laity and the clergy must be
given the ecclesiastical freedom to marry or not to marry. 8 5
82John c. 11attes, "Luther's Views Concerning Continence:
A Correction of Some Current Misrepresentations," Lutheran
Church Quarterly, IV (October 1931), 41-2 .
B3Luther, "De Votis," ~' VIII, 659, 1-13.
84rbid., VIII, 611,

34-39, and 612, 1-4. The translation is by the present writer.
85Luther, "An den christliohen Adel, 1520, 11 ~ ' VI, 441,

11-12.
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Consequently, for Luther the only God-pleasing vow of celibacy
had to take this form:

.

"I vow celibacy as long as it is pos-

Sible for me; should I, however, not be able to remain celibate,
then I shall be free to marry. 1186

The vow of monastic celi-

·bacy,. wrote Luther, had been responsible for incredible sins.
Christian freedom had been curtailed by monastic vows; under
the imperative of the Gospel, this freedom must be restored.
It is because of Luther's approach to the vow of celibacy and
the problem of clerical celibacy that Luther's Reformation
must be credited with restoring the honorableness of married
life. 8 7
Luther thoroughly rejected the theological presuppositions
of the three monastic vows.

All three vows have perverted

God's Word and will, resulting in the burdening of consciences.
Consequently, the vows along with their attendant evils must
be corrected.

Luther, however, did not reject the Cl.)ncepts

which these vows attempted to foster.

Christian obedience,

poverty, and celibacy can be God-pleasing manifestations of
the Christian life.

But in Luther's judgment, monasticism

had perverted its vows.
Monasticism and God's Will for Man
Although Luther's "De Votis" proposed to consider only
86Luther, "De · Votis," !I.!, VIII, 633, 1-2. The translation
is by the present writer.
8 ?waldemar Kawerau, Die Reformation und die Ebe: Ein
Beitrag zur Kulturgeschiclite des sechzehnten Jinrunder~(Halle:

Verein rnr-Reformationsgescbiclite, l892),

P•
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the monastic vows, Luther's thought expanded into a complete
consideration of the institution of monasticism.

Throughout

his "De Votis," and in his later expressions on the subject
~f the vows, Luther frequently expanded his judgments to include all of monasticism.

At the root of Luther's criticism

of monasticism was his belief that monasticism had lost its
evangelical fervor and had become a legalistic institution.
]'irst of all, monasticism was contrary to God's Holy Word.

And this is true, said Luther, because there is nothing in
Scripture to warrant and substantiate the monastic institution. 88
The vows of monasticism are not rooted at all in God's \lord. 8 9
Of course, examples of vows can be found in Holy Scripture
(for example, Paul's vow of Mosaic purity in Acts 18:18 and

21:24), but these vows a~e limited in time and are pertinent
to the Old Covenant, not to the New Covenant in Christ.9°
Nothing in Scripture, said Luther, validates monastic vows.
AccordinB to Luther, the basic. reason for the perversions
of monastic:i.sm wa s the abysmal ignorance within monasticism
of what the Gospel is.

The monks maintained that the Gospel

must be supple.m.e nted and improved by the addition of monastic
legislation.91 Consequently, because they ~isunderstood God's
Word revealed in Jesus Christ, they actually blasphemed God
88Luther, "Themata de Votis," }!!, VIII, 334, 32-33.
8 9Luther, "DE' Votis," ~, VIII , 578, 6-11.

90ib1d., VIII, 578, 11-15.
9libid., VIII, 580, 2-6.
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and His Word.9 2

One of the reasons Luther listed to justify

Leonhard Koppe's action in helping twelve nuns escape from
their convent in 152.3 was that they were being subjected to
a perverted understanding of the Gospel--actually, in their
situation, the Gospel was totally absent.93
Earlier, in 1521, Luther had summarized his judgm.e nt that
monasticism was contrary to God's Word and Gospel:

If it is contrary to the gospel to declare the

[particular] usages of food, place, person, time,
and other things to be sin, where then will the
vows, the monasteries, the rules, and the statutes
remain? For all these things are contrary to the
gospel. And so it is as true that it is contrary
to the gospel to make sins out of these things as
it is certain that the gospel is the gospel. i/hat
will you do now? ~'hom will you force into obedience?
Whom will you call back, once he bas left [the monastery]? \.,inom will you accuse of being an apostate
if you will teach, as you ought to, that we are free
here--and are not involved in any sin? You may perhaps want some advice from me; indeed you don't need
my counsel. I am certain you will not do or allow
anything to be done which would be contrary to the
gospel, even if all the monasteries would have to
perish.9'+
Thus, Luther would not agree with Duke George that he had
perjured himself by leaving the monastery, because monasticism
must not be judged by human laws but by the Word of God, the
Gospel.95

The Christian's confidence is the Lord of Hosts--

92Ibid., VIII, 58.3, 20-28.
93Luther, "Ursach und Antwort, 1523," !{!, XI, 396, 35-36,
and 397, 1-11.
94 wAB, II, 415, ?-16. This letter was addressed to Wenceslas Link. It was written £rom the Wartburg on December 18,
1521. The translation is £rom the American Edition, XLVIII,

35?-358.
95Luther" "Kleine .Antwort auf Herzog Georgen n!chstes Buch,

1533," }1!, XXXVIII, 144, 13-25.
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not monastic vows and the monastic life--as the Lord of
Hosts Himself speaks through the Word.

The monastic vows

must be rejected because they contradict God's Holy Word,
attempt to supplement God's Holy Word, and pervert the monks'
understanding of that Word.
The monastic vows are also contrary to the Christian
faith.

There is only one kind of faith possible for the

Christian, wrote Luther:

Chri·s tian . faith is complete and

perfect trust and confidence in Jesus Christ.96

.tu id this

faith, accepting the forgiveness of sins in Christ, makes
consciences certain and makes people free fFom sin.97

For

the vows to be acceptable and God-pleasing, they must be
vowed ·in this faith.

Otherwise, the vows are damnable.9 8

Essentially, the vows are laws by which monks have
attempted to justify themselves before God; consequently,
monastics have attempted and do attempt to justify themselves
prior to faith and without faith.q9

AS a result of the monas-

tic attempt to gain justification before God through the law
of vows, the monks have also denied their baptism which has
made them children of God and brought them into the Christian
faith.loo

Luther concluded that monks have made the path of

96 Luther ' "De Votis ' "WA
_, VIII, 592, 18-29.
97Ibid., VIII, 594, 1-16.
9 8Luther, "Thema.ta de Votis," }t!, VIII, 325, 31-32, and
326, 1-7.
99Luther, "De Votis,"

!IA, VIII, 595, 1-6 •

lOOibid., VIII, 595, 28-35.
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monastic vows the way of salvation, while the Biblical way
of salvation has always been faith in Christ.

Therefore,

the vows and their perversions in monasticism must be rejected
and condemned.
Nevertheless, monasticism need not militate against the
Christian faith.

In the history of monasticism, examples of

monastics who lived under the vow and yet gra~ped the true
faith can be cited.

St. · Bernard of Clairvaux, for Luther,
was one such example. 101 St. Bernard did not compromise his
faith under the monastic vows; this was demonstrated for Luther
by Bernard's famous death-bed statement. 102 Luther liked to
cite Bernard's death-bed statement to demonstrate the possibility of being a genuine Christian and a monk at the same
time.

The "Vita Prima Bernardi" provides the full statement:
When it seemed that he [that is, St. Bernard] was
drawing his last breath, in ecstacy he thought he
stood before the judgment seat of God, while Satan
stood opposite, hurling shameless accusations at
him. The devil's stream of abuse ceased at last,
and now it was the saint's turn to plead his own
cause. Not in the least frightened or put out, he
said: "I readily admit that my own merits do not
deserve to win ffie heaven. But my Lord has won it
for me a s a right, in two ways: by possessing it
as Hiu Father's inheritance, and by winning it through
the merits of Iiis blessed passion. \.Jell pleased by
the sufferings of His Son, God gives me heaven as my
inheritance, and thus I shall not be damned since I
lay claim to the gift He has bestowed upon me. 11 103

lOl~., VIII, 600, 26-29.
l0 2 Ibid., VIII, 601, 24-28.
l03Guillelmo olim Sancti Theoderici 9 Arnaldo Abbate Bonaevallis, Gaufrido Abbate Clarae-vallensis , Gaufrido Nonacho
C~arae-vallensis, Philippa Monacho Clarae-vallensis, et al.,
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For Luther, Bernard was the example for all monks.

If all

monks would live according to Bernard's example, there woul:d
be no doubt within monasticism that a man was saved by faith
in Christ, not by the works prescribed by the vows . 104
Accordine; to Luther, monasticism was even contra.ry to
the works which God has commanded in his Holy Commandments:
the works of divine worship, obedience to pa~ents and masters,
and love for the neighbor.

The keeping of God's commar:.dments
is the highest service of the Christian, wrote Luther. 105
The monastic vows contended/with the first table of God's
law and the work it prescribes, worship or the praiae and
honor of His Holy Name. ·All Christians have been baptized
into the Name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, but the
monks h ave not relied on God's Name for their salvation; they
have relied on the name of their monastic order o106 Thus,

"Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis Vita et Res Gestae
Libris Septem Comprehensae, 11 Tractatus Posteriores, s . Doctoris
Vitae, et Indices Generales, in Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Claraevallensis Opera Omnia post Horstium denuo Recognita, Re urgata,
~ 1ri. Meliore~ Di gesta Ordinem, necnon Novis ~raefation bus,
Admonitionibus, ~otis et Observationibus, Indicibusque Copiosisslrais Locupletata e~Illustrata, edited by John Mabillon
~4th revised and augmented editionj· Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839),
V, col. 2131 [Lib. I, Cap. XII, 5?. The translation is taken
from William of St. Thierry, et al., St. Bernard of Clairvaux:
The Ster~ of His Life~ RecorcieTin the Vita Fri.ma.Bernardi
§z Certain of HisContemporaries, William of St. Thierry, Arnold
.Q! Bonnevaux, Geoffrey and PhiliI of Clairvaux, and Odo of Deuil,
translated by Geoffrey Webb anddrlan Walker \,Westminster, Md.:
The Newman Press, 1960), P• 74.
104Luther, "De Votis, 11 WA, VIII, 602, 1-5.
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l05~., VIII, 5?3, 14-15.
l06 Ibid •• VIII ' 618 ' 6 10
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said Luther, the monks have made sacrilege of the Y.erzy Name
by which everything and everyone is sanctified.l07
In addition, said Luther, the true worship o~ rxod has been
destroyed in monasticism.

Monks have substituted ceremonies,

. postures, songs, readings, and vestments for the true worship
of God; this is human, not divine, worship. 108 Luther's comments
on the perversions of liturgical worship within monasticism are
still quite devastating:
For all these things (i.e. worship activities] take
place not for teaching and hortatory purposes, but
to do much in devotions. For it is enough, as far
as they are concerned, to have read, sung, and cried
out in a certain wa::,. This work is sought after and
called the worship of God. But what really is read
or sung, or why it is read or sung does not enter
into their mind at all, nor is there any prophet who
interprets for and teaches (them]. In the same manner, so that they may not be idle in this wondrous
worship of God, they occupy themselves with great
concern and solicitude by reading to others, by
chanting to others, by distinguishing rightly, by
making the right pauses, by making correct conclusions, by paying special attentjon, hoping t~is one
thing: that it is read and sung ,·, ell, devotedly,
and laudibly~ This is the ultimate end of this
divine worship.lOCJ
For Luther, the Roman Mass, because it is a sacrifice which
God despises, was the culmination of the monastic abomination
of worship.llO

l07Ibid., VIII, 619, 1-8.
lOSibid., VIII, 621, 12-17.
l09Ibid., VIII, 621, 26-33.
present wr!ter.
llOibid., VIII, 651, 9-26.
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Although the wol.'k of worship within monasticism can be
a terrible abomination, it is possible for a monk to perform
the work of worship without condemnation.

Luther cited St.

Bernard of Clairvaux again to show that within monasticism
a monk could hear the Word of God and worship the Lord of
Hosts in sincerity and truth.

Luther asserted that he could

make this judgment on the basis of Bernard's sermons, which
he preached to the monks at Clairvaux. 111 Thus, within monasticism the f irst table of God's Holy Law could be kept,
although it frequently was violated.
Moreover, monasticism frequently contradicted the second table of God's Law which has commanded Christians to obey
th~ir parents and masters and to love their neighbors.

Monks

have maintained that obedience to the abbot was better than
obedience to parents and masters. 112 In addition, monks have
asserted that spiritual fathers are more important than physical fathers , 113 and that the commandment to love the neighbor
is sufficiently exercised within the monastic community. 114
Luther rejected all three arguments proposed by the
monks.

In Holy Baptism, all Christians have vowed obedience

to God, but the monks have used this baptismal obedience to deny
111

Ibid.' VIII, 622, 28-33.
112ill£., VIII, 624, 29-30.

113~., YIII, 624, 31-32.
114Ibid., VIII, 624, 33.
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obedience to a:n.y other Christian. 115 The monks have thus

bYl)assed God's injunction to render obedience and service.
Actually, said Luther, obedience and service to parents and
neighbors is the only meaningfµl and honorable worship of God. 116
The monks have also said that obedience to spiritual
fathers is more important th-9.Il obedience to physical fathers.
But if this were true, chaos and disorder would characterize
society:

husbands would have the right to leave their wives

for the monastery, contracts would be broken, and families
would be destroyed. 11 ? For Luthe~, the monks had to be condemned because they used God's Word to overthrow God's Word.
The Dontention that true Christian love could be exercised
sufficiently enough within the monastery was another travesty
of the nature of God's commandment.

True Christian love, as

defined in _l Corinthians 13, is not selective nor prejudicial,
and it does not forbid work and service among the poor and needy
of the world, declared Luther. 118 The monks have created a
complete travesty of God's commandment to love the neighbor
as themselves.
Luther, however, was zealous to indicate that the perversions of God's commandments need not result within monasticism.

St. Bernard of Clairvaux, the monk's monk, was not
ll5Ib1d., VIII, 625, 1-12.
116Ibid., VIII, 626, 24-31.
ll?Ibid., VIII, 62?, 33-35.
118Ibid., VIII, 628, 6-16~
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gui~ty of a narrow and prejudicial manifestation of love;
through his se~vice and work in the universal church, Bernard
manifested the kind of love which should characterize monasticism.119

Bernard lived under the vow, but he was not guilty

of the perversions of God's commandments evident in monasticism.120

If the monks could not or would not follow the

example of St. Bernard, if they pitted commandment against
commandment, if they perverted God's holy commandments, then
Luther would advise them to recall their vows, remove themselves from the monastery, and return to a God-pleasing observance of the commandments in secular life. 121
Luther's fourth criticism of the monastic vows and monasticis::n was that it was contrary to natural reason with wh!i.ch
the Creator has endowed His creatures.

Thus, some of the vows

and demands of monasticism have not been fulfilled because the
human flesh is weak. 122 · Of course, monks have attempted to
bypass the impossibility of certain monastic regulations by
equating good intentions with the performance of the vow.
Nevertheless, good intentions have not been and never are a
valid substitute for the full performance of the vow'!23 Luther
noted that the struggle between the vow and the actual perfor119~., VIII, 628, 24-30.
120Ibid., VIII, 617, 33-35.
121Ibid., VIII, 628, 34-39, and 629, 1-21.
122Ibid., VIII, 628, 4-26.
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mance of the vow had become acute in the matter of clerical
celibacy.

Celibacy, wrote Luther, was a gift of God; unless

God gave the gift, the flesh would make it impossible for the
vow to be ]!)erformed without blemish. 124
Luther's ultimate--and fifth--concern. about the monastic

vows was the preservation of Christian or evangelical liberty.
Christians must live under the rule of faith and freedom, and
nothing must impair this rule. 125 God has given evangelical
liberty to the Christian, and no one has th.e right to destroy
this liberty. 126 The vows of monasticism, however, have destroyed the Christian's liberty and will continue to do so.
God has freed all men by the Gospel from impiety and sacrilege,
but by accepting the legalism of the vows the individual has
re-created bondage and slavery. 12? To submit to the vows of
monasticism in. .: a spirit of legal servitude was no less impious
than to deny and apostatize from the faith. 128
Luther defined Christian or evangelical liberty as "the
freedom of conscience, by which the conscience is absolved
from works, not . that none should be done, but that it trusts
confidently in none. 11129 By making monastic vows, the con124riuther, "Ursach und Antwort , 1523 , 11 }l!, XI , 398, 1-12 •
125r,uther, "Themata de Votis, 11 .!1!, VIII, 326, 23-26.
126Ibid., VIII, 330, 3-4.
127Ibid., VIII, 334, 18-29.
128Luther, "De Votis," ~. VIII, 605, ?-10.
129Ibid., VIII, 606, 30-32.
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science is bound so that it demands the performance of works
as the sign of justification and acceptance before God.

Con-

science must only be bound to Christ; anything that destroys
the conscience's trust in Christ is damnable.l30
Nevertheless, Luther maintained that it was possible to
make vows of mbnasticism without burdening conscience and thus
destroying Christian liberty.

Luther wrote to Melanchthon:

For he who is free can, just as ' the Apostle Paul,
submit himself to all vows, and to the dominion of
all men, in the same way in which St. Bernard and
others who were monks in the truest sense of the
word surrendered themselves to [living under] a vow. 1 31
St. Bernard of Olairvaux again provided Luther with an example
of a monk who could simultaneously live under the vow and maintain his Christian liberty in the freedom of conscience.

Bernard

performed the monastic life aplil't from the compulsion of human
law but under the compulsion of the Spirit. 1 32
Perhaps Luther's understanding of ·the tension between
evangelical freedom and monastic vows may be best expressed
in his own words:
Therefore, we finally make an end of this disputation
by concluding that although poverty, obedience, and
chastity can be constantly served, these items cannot
be vowed, taught, and required. Because in keeping
[the vows], Evangelical freedom remains, but in teaching,

l30ibid., VIII, 609, 36-40, and 610, 1-2.
1 31wAB, II, 383, 2?-30. This letter was dated September
9, 1521,-rrom the Wartburg. The translation is from the
American Edition, XLVIII, 299.
1 32Luther, "De Votis," ~, YIII, 612, 27-30.
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vowing, and enforcing the vows, Evangelical freedom
does not remain; therefore, the saints who have served
these vows have served freely; they would have even
served if they had not vowed, even if they had not
been taught and forced. Consequently, t heir vow, although foolish for them, has harmed nothing on account
of faith and the freedom of the Spirit. However, it
is quite another thing if something that has not been
taught nor exacted is done and the same :ts then taught
and required as something that must be done. For this
is to make a law out of the act, a commandment out of ·
the work, a rule out of the example, a necessity out
of that which happens; what kind of a thing is more
absurd and pernicious? But first it is from God, then
secondly from men; therefore with the first it must
remain; the second must certainly be discharged.
We do not therefore condemn the matter of vows if anyone wishes to follow [a vow], but we do condemn the
doctrine and commandment [of vows].133

In Luther's mind, the escape of the nuns from the Cistercian
convent at Nimbschen bei Grimma was justified because evangelical liberty had been destroyed in that convent. 1 34
Luther evaluated the vows of monasticism and the resulting
monastic life on the basis of God's Holy Will and the revelation
of that Will in His Holy Word.

Luther concluded that the vows

of monasticism were contrary to God's Will, although this contradiction need not be inherent to monasticism.

The life o!

poverty, chastity, and obedience could be God-pleasing if it
was lived in the freedom of conscience, liberated by Christ.
Monasticism and the Wa:y of Salvation
Within the monastic life, individuals attempted to walk
l33Ibid., VIII, 616, 26-38.
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l34Luther, "Ursach und Antwo rt, 1523," ~, XI, 397, 12-21 •.
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from death to life in Christ, to follow the way of saivation.
But the monastic life had often produced confusion about the
essential character of the way of saivation.

For Luther,

Christianity centered in Christ; allChristianity--whether
it was lived under the monastic vows or apart from them-had to have Christ as its foundation-stone.
Luther's concept of Christ was very powerful.

As the Son

of God Christ overcame the wrath of God, destroyed the power
of sin, death, ,ana the derll, and granted eternal life to His
faithful people.

As man Christ dwelt among men, but without
sin, so that man could lay hold on God. 1 35 Luther will accept

no person or institution but Christ as the fount and source of
true holiness. 1 36 Anything or anyone that would usurp Christ's
role in the salvation of the world was damnable from eternity;
Luther applied this judgment to monastic vows if they replaced
Christ the Savior. 1 37 As Luther himself said,
_F or him who believes in Christ, there are no works
so evil which can accuse and condemn him, nor again
any so good which defend and save him, but all our
works accuse and condemn us; moreover, only the works
of Christ defend and save us.138
Salvation comes to man through the blood and death, the lU'e
l35A brief summary of Luther's understanding of Christ
oan be found in Paul 11. Bretscher's article "Luther's Christ,"
Concordia Theological Monthly, XXXI (April 1960), 212-214.
l3Gphilip s. Watson, "Luther and Sanctification,"
Concordia Theological Monthly, XXX {April 1959), 245.
l3?Luther, "De Votis," WA 1 VIII, 579, 1-10.
l3Sibid., VIII, 608, 19-22.
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and work of Jesus Christ; no monk by his own work and effort
can be saved or be certain of his salvation. 1 39 Because the
vows produced confusion about the way of salvation, Luther
demanded that the vows and the resulting evils be completely
abolished.140
Confusion about the way of salvation within monasticism
was perhaps best illustrated for Luther by the monastic equation

or

baptism with the monastic vows:

monasticism was a

second--and perhaps more effective--baptism.

Luther wrote

that he beard another monk say that monasticism was a second
baptism, perhaps even more efficacious than the Sacrament of
Holy Baptism. 141

This attitude, declared Luther, was damnable:

it wao blasphemy against Christ, because the washing of regeneration in ·the first baptism was all that Christ has required
of his people. 142

If a monk entered/monasticism because he

believed that monasticism was a second baptism, then his monastic life was damnable.
There is no doubt that by 1522 Luther thoroughly rejected
the concept of monasticism as a second .baptism.

What is most

interesting, however, is that St. Bernard of Olairvaux was in
part responsible for f'osterine; the idea of the second baptism

l39Luther, "Kleine Antwort auf Herzog Georgen n!chstes
Buch, 1533," '!fl::., XXXVIII, 145, 31-39, and 146, 1-5.
140Luther, "De Votis," }:!A, VIII, 619, 27-37•
141Ibiu., VIII,

142

cf.,

596, 18-23.

Benrath, P•

37.

within mona sticism. 143
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Although it cannot be asserted that

Luther knew of Bernard's role in developing this thought, it
is difficult t o understand how Luther could have been unfamiliar with t hi s aspect of Berna rd's thought on monasticism.

In

"De Votis," Luther specifically cited Berr:.ard's "De Precepto
et Disp ensa tione," which contains one of Bernard's statements
on mona sticiBm as a s econd baptism. 144 Nevertheless, Luther
did not r efer to Bernar d when he condemned this concept.
It i s only by f aith in Christ, said Luther, not by the
14
3Luthe r, 11 De Voti s ," WA, VIII, 596, n. 1. It is possible
to cite f our references where"'Bernard alluded to mona sticism
as a second bap tism. The first reference is found in an undated l e tter addressed to Thomas, the Provost of Beverly: Sancti
Bernardi Abba tis Cl a rae-va llensis , Epi s tolas Numero CCCCLX:XXII
Complectens, in Sancti Bernardi Abbatis Clarae-vallensis Opera
01;1llia post Horstium denuo Recognita, Repurgata, ~ in Meliorem
Digesta Ordinem, necnon Novis Praefationibus, Admonitionibus,
Notis et Observationibus, Indicibusgue Copiosissimis Locuple~ ~ Illustrate., edited by John Mabillon (4th revisen and
augmented edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), I, cols.
725-727. This letter is known as EVistola CDXI.
The second reference is found in Bernard's treatment of
vows and dispensations: "De Precepto et Dispensatione," Trac~atus Morales, Doctrinales et Polemicos Com~lectens, in Saiicti
ernardi Abbatis Clarae-valiensis Opera Omnia post Horstium
denuo Recognita, Renurgata, et 1!! Neliorem Digesta Ordinem,
necnon Novis Praefationibus, Admonitionibus, Notis et Observationibus, Indicibusque Copiosissimis Locupletata et Illus.trata, edited by John Mabillon (4th revised and augmented
edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839), II, cols. 1208-1209.
This referen~e is to Chapter XVII, Paragraph 54.
The third and fourth references are found in the collection of Bernard's sermons: Sermones de Tempore, ~ de Sanctis,
ac de Diversis, Comulectens, in SanctI Bernardi Abbatis Claraevallensis Opera Omnia posa Horstiuina:inuo Recognita, Reiurgata,
et in Meliorem Digesta Or inem, necnon Novis Praefation bus,
Admonitionibus Notis e:r-ohservationibus, Indicibusgue, Copiosissimis Locupietata e~Illustrata, edited by Joim. Mabillon
(4th revised and augmented edition; Paris: Gaume Fratres, 1839),
III, cols. 2337-2338 and 2429-2430. The ~eferences are to
Sermon XI Paragraph 3 and Sermon m'VII., Paragraph 2.
'
'
144Luther, "De Votis, 11 }[!, VIII, 586, 13-14, and 634, 1.
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second baptism of monastic vows, that the individual is saved.
If the monk believes that his monasticism has the same effect
as the first baptism, then he has forsaken Ghrist .and based
his salvation on works prescribed by the vows.

If works of

monasticism are done without faith in Christ, they must also
be oondemned. 145

Although the monastic life may produce good
"

works with admirable results, it is not on the baeis of such
results that works must be evaluated.

Good works are to be

judged by looking } nto the heart of him who does the work. 146
Everything which is not of faith, declared Luther, is sint 147
Good works have never given forgiveness of sins and righteousness to the monks; rather, good works have always resulted
from forgiveness of sins and righteousness. 148

Consequently,

Luther maintained that it was possible for a monk to be justified by faith, not by works, within the work-righteousness
system of monasticism.

St. Bernard of Clairvaux again provided

Luther with an example of a monk who was justified by faith in
Christ and did not put his trust in good works. 149
alone all men have been, are, ·· and will be justified.

By Christ
Luther

firmly declared that good wr:>rk~ were the results of· a firm
145Lut her, "Themata de Votis," WA, VIII, 326, 19.
146wAB, II, 384, 90-95, This is from Luther's letter to
Melanchthon of September 9, 1521, from the wartburg.

14·7Cf., Romans 14: 23.

Luther, "De Votis," ~, VIII, 591,

9-12.

148Ibid., VIII, 595, 6-14.
149~., VIII, 602, 23-26.
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faith in the Christ Who redeemed and saved all men.
Luther's Evaluation of the Monastic Life
It should be obvious at this point that Luther's rejection of the evils of monasticism was complete.

But it

would be an oversight to suggest that Luther rejected monasticism per~·

At the very beginning of his "De Votis,"

Luther indicated that he was not going to consider whether
there was such a thing as a legitimate vow, but only to determine which vows were legitimate, condoned, and even commanded by Bcripture.l50

Nevertheless, Luther~s polemic

against monasticism and its vows became so bold that it is
somewhat difficult to maintain the viewpoint the Lut~er
admitted the possibility of a valid monasticism. 1 51 However,
Luther also decla~ed that some monks in the history of monasticism, such as St. Bernard o.f Clairvaux, had been good monks
and good Christians.

For Luther in the sixteenth century,

Bernard provided the pattern for an evangelical monastic
life. 1 52 E.G. Schwiebert has penned a very adequate summary
of Luther's principle with regard to monasticism:
Beginning with the basic assumption that justification
comes only by faith in Christ Jesus, Luther drew the
conclusion that the determinative factor in monasticism
was the spirit in which it was performed. If the
l50ibid., VIII, 577, 22-24.
1 51 Luther, "Kleine Antwort auf Herzog Georgen nllchstes
Buch, 1533," !l!, 1.'XXVIII, 148, 27-32.
l5 2 Ibid., XXXVIII, 1.54, 7-26.
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Gospel were to be displaced by a life of workrighteousness, then the purpose was wrong. If,
however, a monk took his vows in the spirit of
St. Berna.rd, trusting solely in Christ's merits,
monasticism was not wrong. As for the vow itself,
claimed Luther • • • , that should not be perpetual
and binding. Christian liberty should pe~it both
the taking and the revoking of such e vow.'~
Luther's language in "De Votis" was quite harsh and
condemnatory, but Luther's judgment on monasticis~ was basically j_renic.

l"Jonasticism, for Luther, was a valid form of

the Christian life, as long as it was freely undertaken and
did not become a law unto its elf.

.A Christian could vow to

live in poverty, obedience, ani chastity, but the Christian
must not be instructed that these vows were irrevocable.

If

the vows were held to be irrevocable, then the centrality of
Christ has been destroyed by the legalistic performance of
the vows.

That monasticism could be evangelical, not legal-

istic, was amply demonstrated for Luther in the life and
work of St. Bernard of Clairvaux.

l53Schwiebert, pp. 524-525.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
Summary of the Findings and Conclusions
St. Bernard of Clairvaux both in his life's work and in
his writings approached monasticism as the Way par excellence
to God, as the summit of religious life.

Consequently, Bernard

would severely criticize those who wanted to leave the monastic life and return to secular life or even to some other
position of service within the church.

Of course, the way to

God was a rocky path which could only be followed if the body
was subjected through the rigors of ascetic discipline.

Also,

if the monk was to complete his journey through life successfully, he had to rely on God's Christ for strength, comfort,
and forgiveness.

Nevertheless, the rocky path could be com-

pleted successfully in the life of spiritual progression from
the body of death to the life of the soul in God.

St. Bernard

walked from Clairvaux, the earthly Jerusalem, to the Heavenly
Jerusalem where love would be rewarded and perfect love would
be revealed.

Bernard's monastic life was a deliberate under-

taking for the salvation of his soul, not at all similar to
Luther's cataclysmic decision for monasticism.

Bernard had

no illusions about the goal of his calling as a monk nor the
prospects that awaited him in eternity.
St. Bernard, however, was not as precise as he could have
been in understanding the relationship between God's action in
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the religious life and man's response through free will.

But

to maintain that Bernard wanted to be a precise, systematic
theologian would be to go beyond what the evidence warrants.
Bernard was far more concerned with the religious life than
he was with the form and content of theological truth--his
condemnation of Abelard's theology notwithstanding.

Of course,

Bernard must not be excused if his life and thought . contributed
to obscure evangelical truth, but to evaluate Bernard in terms
of Reformation or post-Reformation Lutheran theology involves
the denial of historical method.
Bernard was the monk's monk, the monastic leader who
sustained others in leading the life of faith.

The ideal of

holy and pure living in the faith of Christ was Bernard's ideal
and--as far as Bernard was concerned--the ideal of the whole
church.
No doubt, Luther grasped the life and thought of Bernard
in just these terms:

Bernard, the Abbot of Clairvaux, was a

good Christian monk, the manifestation of everything good,
holy, and pure in monasticism.

Bernard lived under the binding

and irrevocable vows of monasticism in the spirit of evangelical freedom.

For Luther, Bernard's death-bed statement was a

precious gem, which was not only comforting in itself but also
proved that the monastic life need not militate against the
Christian faith.
~or what purpose did Luther cite Bernard in his writings
on the monastic vows?
present themselves:

At this point, two possible conclusions
Luther cited Bernard because he wanted to
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indicate that monasticism could be God-pleasing, or Luther
cited Bernard as a weapon of indictment against sixteenth century monasticism.

In other words, Luther cited Bernard for

either irenical or polemical reasons.

The truth of the matter

probably demands the acceptance of both reasons.

Luther did

appreciate Bernard as a good Christian monk who could comfort
and exhort others living in the despair of theological crisis.
But Luther also cited Bernard to indicate to monasticism and
to monastics in the sixteenth century that St. Bernard's example was not being reflected.

For Luther, Bernard was the

example that proved there could be a valid, God-pleasing
monastic life and ·Bernard also demonstrated the degradation
of sixteenth century monasticism.

Thus, Luther appreciated

Bernard for a purpose.
Luther's own monastic experi ence, however, was not lax
or faithless or scandalous.

The Augustinian Eremites, just

as the Cistercians of Bernard's generation, genuinely attempted
to be good Christian monks.

Luther never criticized the

morality of -the Augustinian Eremites, but he did criticize-and severely--the contemporary theological justifications
for the monastic life.

The degradation that Luther criticized

was not so much moral degradation--although monastic morality
certainly left much to be desired in some instances--as the
theological degradation and poverty of monasticism.

Monasticism

since the time of Bernard--and perhaps already before Bernard's
generation--had forgotten its original purpose:

to live the

Christian life unhindered by the cares of the world.

It was
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on theological grounds that Luther criticized the monasticism
he knew.

It is difficult, however, to maintain that Luther

did not find some elements of theological petrification in
the life and thought of Bernard.

It is only necessary to re-

fer to Bernard's thought with regard to the vow of obedience
and the possibility of dispensations from that vow to see the
kind of monastic legalism which Luther detested.
At this point, it is also necessary to note that Bernard
contributed to some of the monastic theological "evils" which
Luther abhorred; for example, the concept of monastic vows as
a second baptism.

Whether or not the Church at Rome actually

taught that monastic vows were a second baptism is beyond the
scope of this thesis, but Luther at least criticized practical
monasticism for this assertion.

Luther read Bernard, even one

of Bernard's works which contained the idea of the second baptism, but Luther did not cite Bernard's statements to prove
his case or document his criticism.

Perhaps because Bernard

had helped him during the crisis period of his own monastic
life, Luther did not include Bernard in his condemnation of
this idea.

At any rate, Luther knew how to select his evidence.

St. Bernard was a churchman zealous for the Gospel in
Jesus Christ.

In the study of Luther's relationship _to and

appreciation of Bernard in terms of monasticism, it becomes
clear that Luther's concern also is the Gospel.

For Luther,

Bernard was a flickering light in the darkness of medieval
theology.

Luther's appreciation of Bernard in terms of monas-

ticism was genuine, but perhaps somewhat selective.

As far

l
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as Luther was concerned, Bernard gave form and substance to
the ideal of evangelical monasticism.
Suggestions for Further Study
The study of Luther's relationship to Bernard has not
yet been completed, nor will it be until further research and
study has taken place.

This study of the relationship between

Luther and Bernard in terms of monasticism has been worthwhile,
but it has emphasized the need for further study.
One theological question that needs to be answered in the
study of the relationship between these two men is the problem
of grace and free will.

This problem has been alluded to in

the text above, but no thorough attempt was made to describe
the doctrine in the thought of each man and the resulting
implications for Luther's appreciation of Bernard.
Closely related to the question of grace and free will
is the tbecJogy of salvation:

christology and soteriology,

Of course, this theological area has been discussed briefly
above, but only in so far as the matter was germane to monasticism.

This theological area needs further study because

Bernard is often recognized for his interest in Marian theology.

The implications of Bernard's mariology for Luther's

appreciation of Bernard could be very illuminating.

The study

of Bernard's christology and soteriology in the light of
Luther's theological emphases in these areas could be very
rewarding.
Another important area of study in the relationship between
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Luther and Bernard is hamartiology.

The monastic life assumes

a certain attitude toward sin and its e:x-oiation

-

'

but a thorough

study of this doctrine was not immediately germane to this
thesis.

Any complete study of Luther's relationship to Bernard,

however, would have to include an investigation of this question.
Perhaps more basic yet to a thorough investigation of
Luther's appreciation of Bernard would be a study of Luther's
own knowledge of Bernard's l ife and work.

This investigation

should attempt to answer the question of Luther's appreciation
of Bernard as an active churchman and reforming theologian.
Such a study would not simply be a critical study of Bernard's
impact on his own age, but a study of Bernard's impact viewed
through the eyes of Martin Luther.

Although this kind of study

woul d pose methodological dif+iculties, it would be of great
value in attempting to define Luther's appreciation of Bernard.
This ~ind of study might even be fruitful toward gaining an
uncerstandi ng of Luther's own self-concept as churchman, pastor, reformer, theologian, and spiritual leader.
The primary purpose for this thesis has been to gain an
understanding of Luther's Catholic heritage in the person of
St. Bernard of Clairvaux, as that heritage took shape and was
transmitted in monasticism.

Any additional study in the re-

lationship between Luther and Bernard can only be justified
in terms of the promise it holds for the understanding of
Luther's theological heritage.

At this point it can be said

that Luthar appreciated Bernard because Bernard, in Luther's
mind, exemplified the life of evangelical freedom and faith.
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